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Abstract
Data centers have become the digital backbone of the modern world. To support the growing de-
mands on bandwidth, Data Centers consume an increasing amount of power. A significant portion
of that power is consumed by information technology (IT) equipment, including servers and net-
working components. Additionally, the complex cabling in traditional data centers poses design and
maintenance challenges and increases the energy cost of the cooling infrastructure by obstructing
the flow of chilled air. Hence, to reduce the power consumption of the data centers, we proposed
a wireless server-to-server data center network architecture using millimeter-wave links to elimi-
nate the need for power-hungry switching fabric of traditional fat-tree-based data center networks.
The server-to-server wireless data center network (S2S-WiDCN) architecture requires Line-of-Sight
(LoS) between servers to establish direct communication links. However, in the presence of in-
terference from internal or external sources, or an obstruction, such as an IT technician, the LoS
may be blocked. To address this issue, we also propose a novel obstruction-aware adaptive routing
algorithm for S2S-WiDCN.
S2S-WiDCN can reduce the power consumption of the data center network portion while not affect-
ing the power consumption of the servers in the data center, which contributes significantly towards
the total power consumption of the data center. Moreover, servers in data centers are almost always
underutilized due to over-provisioning, which contributes heavily toward the high-power consump-
tion of the data centers. To address the high power consumption of the servers, we proposed a
network-aware bandwidth-constrained server consolidation algorithm called Network-Aware Server
Consolidation (NASCon) for wireless data centers that can reduce the power consumption up to
37% while improving the network performance. However, due to the arrival of new tasks and the
iv
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completion of existing tasks, the consolidated utilization profile of servers change, which may have an
adverse effect on overall power consumption over time. To overcome this, NASCon algorithm needs
to be executed periodically. We have proposed a mathematical model to estimate the optimal inter-
consolidation time, which can be used by the data center resource management unit for scheduling
NASCon consolidation operation in real-time and leverage the benefits of server consolidation.
However, in any data center environment ensuring security is one of the highest design priorities.
Hence, for S2S-WiDCN to become a practical and viable solution for data center network design, the
security of the network has to be ensured. S2S-WiDCN data center can be vulnerable to a variety
of different attacks as it uses wireless links over an unguided channel for communication. As being a
wireless system, the network has to be secured against common threats associated with any wireless
networks such as eavesdropping attack, denial of services attack, and jamming attack. In parallel,
other security threats such as the attack on the control plane, side-channel attack through traffic
analysis are also possible. We have done an extensive study to elaborate the scope of these attacks
as well as explore probable solutions against these issues. We also proposed viable solutions for the
attack against eavesdropping, denial of services, jamming, and control-plane attack. To address the
traffic analysis attack, we proposed a simulated annealing-based random routing mechanism which
can be adopted instead of default routing in the wireless data center.
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Data centers have become an essential part of computing resources as they provide large storage
banks and processing power for cloud services. Around the world, data centers consume enormous
amounts of energy and power, exceeding two hundred Terra Watt-hour in 2020 [1]. The power
consumption of the Data Center Network (DCN) will continuously increase to support the increasing
demand for bandwidth [2]. Keeping this high-fidelity network active, often constructed from legacy
switching fabrics, consumes 10 to 50% of the total IT power depending on server utilization [3] as
shown in Fig. 1.1. This high-power consumption warrants immediate attention to improve efficiency
and power consumption of data centers in general and DCNs in particular.
Traditionally, DCNs are interconnected with fat-tree topology using wired links over multiple hierar-
chical levels of aggregation. These tree-based networks exhibit inherent limitations in scalability and
oversubscription as they rely on copper and optical cable-based links and a hierarchical topology [4].
Moreover, wired network technologies require power-hungry switches and create large bundles of ca-
bles, causing design overheads and maintenance challenges and obstructions to the flow of chilled
air for cooling [5]. Inefficient cooling only exacerbates the energy efficiency problem, especially for
small and mid-size data centers with hundred to a few thousands of individual servers in educational
institutions and private enterprises because these are designed and deployed in an ad-hoc manner,
often leading to structural and functional heterogeneity making regular systematic design impos-
sible. To address these common design issues faced by wired data centers, wireless data center
architectures are being investigated as a promising alternative. The capability of the unlicensed
60GHz wireless band to deliver very high communication rates has led to the development and ap-
proval of the IEEE802.11ad wireless local area network (WLAN) standard [6]. Therefore, recently
1
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of server and network power at different utilization.
proposed designs leverage newly developed technologies in the unlicensed 60GHz wireless band for
wireless DCNs [7,8].
Recent developments in the millimeter-wave (mmWave), such as 60GHz technologies allow the
transceivers to consume low power, in the range of a few Watts [9, 10] and establish multi-gigabit
communication channels [11]. Directional horn antennas, which have been used in wireless DCNs [12]
as well as more recently developed phased arrays of antennas in the 60GHz bands [13] are capable of
providing high directional gains and beam steering capability between wireless transceivers. Using
such antennas, the 60GHz channels can exhibit spatial reusability, allowing multiple concurrent links
reusing frequency bands to be formed within the same data center. The low power consumption
combined with the ability to form concurrent multi-gigabit channels makes these transceivers ideal
for use in power-efficient wireless DCNs.
1.1 Data Centers
A data center is a centralized facility of an organization’s IT operations and equipment, as well
as where it stores, manages, and modifies its data. Data center houses a network’s most critical
systems and is vital to the continuity of daily operations [14]. The reliability and security of data
is an essential requirement for any data center. Although every data center designs are unique and
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depends on the purpose and location of the data center, they can generally be classified broadly
into two classes- internet-facing and enterprise data centers. Internet-facing data centers usually
support relatively few common applications, are typically browser-based, and have many users,
typically unknown. On the other hand, enterprise data centers, which is also known as internal
data centers, service fewer users but host more applications that vary from off-the-shelf to highly
customized applications. Data center architectures and requirements can differ significantly. Data
centers are consisted of different components. Although the components in the data center varies
depending on the task done by the data center, generally the following equipment can be found
in a general data center: IT equipment consisting of servers and network equipment, environment
control system including computer room air conditioners (CRAC), heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems, and exhaust systems, uninterruptible power source systems, cabling
systems, power systems, racks, fire protection systems, physical security systems, electrical systems
such as lighting.
Data centers have evolved significantly in recent years, adopting technologies such as virtualization
to optimize resource utilization and increase IT flexibility. Different network architectures are being
proposed and implemented in the data centers. The focus has been given to not only make the data
center more powerful but also to make them more power efficient. Measures have been taken to
reduce the enormous energy consumption of data centers by incorporating more efficient technologies
and practices in data center management. Data centers constructed following these standards have
been coined “green data centers.” Data centers are being used in every aspect of life extending from
“basic needs” of food, clothing, shelter, transportation, health care, to social activities that cover
the relationships among individuals within a society. Most of the companies or entities providing
these services such as Amazon, Facebook, Google, NASA, US government, FBI, IBM, Walmart, etc.
have multiple numbers of data centers. Depending on the requirements, the size of the data center
can vary significantly- ranging from a few servers to hundreds or thousands servers. Regardless of
the size, all the data centers serve one major purpose, that is to process information. Servers in
a data center most of the time requires to communicate internally between themselves to perform
tasks. Hence, the servers in a data center are connected among themselves as well to the external
world through a network called data center network. Different techniques and protocols exist to
implement this network, each having its advantages and disadvantages. We have discussed about
most relevant and common topologies currently found in actual data centers around the world in
section 2.1
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Figure 1.2: Examples of complex cabling in existing data centers.12
1.2 Existing Problems in Data Centers
The challenges in current DCN’s are high design and maintenance cost, huge power consumption,
high cabling complexity, hard to keep accurate per-cable information and inefficient cooling. Struc-
tured cabling bundle incur significant initial effort and cost to set up and still may cause airflow
blockage.
Due to the use of diversity and complexity, it is difficult to generalize the energy consumption pattern
in data centers. However, in general, there are five distinct sub-systems that constitute almost the
entire power consumption of a data center. These are power conditioning equipment, server and
storage systems, network equipment, cooling and weathering equipment, and finally lighting and
physical security equipment.
A significant portion of the power consumption of a data center is due to the IT equipment consisting
of servers and network devices which contributes more than 60% [15] towards the total power
consumption of the data center. The next contributing factor in the power consumption in data
center is the power consumption for the cooling and weathering control which is directly related to
the power consumption of IT equipment as it is used to cool down the heat generated by the servers
and switches. Therefore, the management of power consumption of the IT equipment is the most
important significant factor for making the data center energy efficient. In most of the data centers
active now around the worls, a large amount of the IT power is wasted due to the fact the systems
that are idle or underutilized. In practice, most of the servers found in data centers have average
utilization within the range of 20-30% [16]. This idle energy waste adversely affects the power
consumption of the cooling infrastructure as the cooling system need to extract this additional heat
1Image sources: https://www.backupassist.com/blog/server-cable-disasters-that-look-like-famous-paintings
2Image sources: https://www.tempesttelecom.com/lepton-test-lab-automation/
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generated from this idle activity of the servers and network devices, which ultimately leads to a
50-100% increase in power consumption in the entire data center [17]. Cabling complexity is another
challenge in data center designing and maintenance. In practice, managing cables is an afterthought
for most data centers. With time, as the number of servers in the data center increases, managing
power and network cords becomes challenging. Two extreme cases of unmanaged cabling found in
data centers are shown in Fig. 1.2. Moreover, improper and unstructured cabling causes overall
airflow in data centers causing inefficient cooling.
1.3 Emerging Millimeter-Wave Wireless Communication
Advancements in the 60GHz technologies allow the transceivers to consume low power, in the
range of a few watts [9, 10] and establish multi-gigabit communication channels. In some recent
proposed works, it has been demonstrated that with advancement of the fabrication technology
and adaptation of newer standards, power consumption of the transceivers can come down to as
low as 0.309mW for 60GHz [18]. Directional horn antennas, which have been used in wireless
DCNs [12] are capable of providing high directional gains and beam steering capability between
wireless transceivers. However due to requirement of rotating the antennas when beam steering is
necessary, usability of the horn antennas become very limited in the environment where high speed
dynamic beam steering is necessary. More recently developed phased arrays of antennas in the
60GHz bands [13] can overcome the limitations of the horn antennas by electronically steering the
beam within micro seconds. Using such antennas, the 60GHz channels can exhibit spatial reusability,
allowing multiple concurrent links reusing frequency bands to be formed within the same data
center. The capability of the unlicensed 60GHz wireless band to deliver very high communication
rates has led to the development and approval of the IEEE802.11ad wireless local area network
standard [6] which utilizes V-band of millimeter wave ranging from 57GHz to 64GHz, which can
reach 6.7Gbps per channel. A very recent amendment of this standard enhances the frequency range
from 57GHz to 71GHz. Therefore, recently proposed designs leverage newly developed technologies
in the unlicensed 60GHz wireless band for wireless DCNs [7, 8]. Furthermore, another standard
IEEE 802.11ay has been proposed recently which is expected to be finalized by the end of 2021 [19].
In this proposed standard, with a higher order of modulation, a single channel can support up to
176 Gbps data rate. Based on this standard, design of the transceivers are being proposed in recent
years [18] However, in our work, we have adopted the IEEE802.11ad standard for communication
protocol.
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1.4 Research Objectives
1.4.1 Designing an Energy-Efficient Server-to-Server Wireless Data Center Net-
work with an Obstruction-Avoidance Adaptive Routing with 60GHz wire-
less links to Reduce the Power Consumption of the Data Center Networks
The primary goal of this research is to overcome the problems of the data centers mentioned in
section 1.2 by designing an energy-efficient server-to-server wireless architecture, which reduces the
overall power consumption of the data center, while can sustain the network required load at the
same time. The higher layer switching equipment of a data center consumes a large amount of
power. To alleviate this issue, an alternate architecture is required to be developed where the
number of the upper layer switches can be reduced without hampering the overall throughput while
maintaining low latency.
Initially, we tried to reduce the power consumption of the DCN by eliminating the highest layer
switches, particularly the core and aggregate layer switches. We designed a Top-of-Rack to Top-
of-Rack (ToR-ToR) wireless data center network [20] which eliminates the core and aggregate layer
switches. Instead, the access layer switches were equipped with a 60GHz transceiver to maintain the
communication between the ToRs. Although a limited amount of improvement in energy efficiency
was observed with the proposed ToR-ToR wireless architecture, it was not significant enough as
access layer switches were still in the network. From this alternate architectures, we realized that to
further improve the energy efficiency of a data center, all the physical layer switches, including the
core, aggregate, and access layer switches, are required to be removed from the network altogether
and develop a server-to-server wireless network architecture based on the 60GHz wireless technology.
Through direct server-to-server wireless links using directional antenna arrays, the power-hungry
switching fabric of traditional DCNs can be eliminated, which should result in significant power
savings in the data center. However, to utilize 60GHz wireless links, Line-of-sight (LoS) between
the communicating nodes is an essential requirement. A mechanism has to be developed to maintain
LoS between the communicating servers inside the data center to sustain the communication links
between the servers. Moreover, the presence of any obstruction in the data center aisles, such as an
IT technician or any interference caused by an internal or external source, may result in blocking
LoS or the links, causing a failure in data transmission. To overcome this situation, an obstruction
avoidance routing algorithm needs to be developed also.
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1.4.2 Design a Mechanism to Perform a Network-Aware Server Consolidation
for Wireless Data Centers to Address the High Power Consumption of
the Servers in the Data Center
Removing the different layer switches can reduce the power consumption of the network portion of
the data center, whereas a significant amount of the power consumption comes from the servers in
the data center. As most of the servers running in the data centers are underutilized, there is a
provision of further improvement in the overall energy efficiency of the data center if the utilization
of the servers can be improved and manage the load in the data center in a more efficient way. The
servers in a data center can be utilized in a more efficient way by performing a server consolidation
which has the potential of significantly reducing the total power consumption of the data center. On
the contrary, server consolidation can adversely affect the network performance in case of aggressive
consolidation done without considering the network requirements. To improve the energy efficiency
of the data center while maintaining the required network performance, a new server consolidation
technique is needed to be developed. Moreover, to maintain the energy efficiency of the data
center, it is most likely that the consolidation operation needs to be repeated periodically. Hence a
mechanism to identify the optimal time interval between two consecutive consolidation operations
has to be developed alongside the consolidation algorithm.
1.4.3 Identify the Security Vulnerability of Proposed Server-to-Server Wireless
Data Center Networks and Explore Solution Space for These Threats
Server-to-server wireless data center network architecture has the capability of reducing the power
consumption of the data center by eliminating the different layers of power-hungry switches. Never-
theless, to become a practical and viable solution for data center network design in the real world,
the security aspect of the DCN has to be ensured. The proposed server-to-server wireless data cen-
ter can be vulnerable to a variety of different attacks as it utilizes wireless links over an unguided
channel for communication. Wireless networks can be vulnerable to a variety of different attacks.
As the wireless links are used to establish communication between pairs of servers, it inherits a few
of this vulnerabilities of any traditional wireless network. A few of the possible attacks, including
but not limited to, are eavesdropping, denial of services, network jamming, encryption tracking,
authentication attack, MAC spoofing, node capture, mascaraed, rogue wireless device. Different so-
lutions spaces for most of these attacks have already been proposed in the literature, but primarily
for lower bandwidth sensor networks or traditional Wi-Fi networks. These solutions may or may
not be applicable in the context of the proposed wireless data center. The primary reason for this
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discrepancy is due to the usage of mmWave, such as 60GHz wireless links, whereas most of the solu-
tions that exist in the literature are designed for 2.4/5 GHz wireless band or much lower frequency
bands. For instances, for traditional Wi-Fi system, most of the communication happens with om-
nidirectional antennas where reflected wave bounced from different surface plays a significant role
in the communication, whereas for the 60GHz mmWave, for reliable communication, a directional
beam is essential. To ensure the data security of the data center, the possible threats are needed to
be analyzed, and threat models are required to be developed. Possible defense mechanisms against
these attacks are also required to be developed where existing security solutions can not be adopted
directly.
1.5 Research Contributions
In this dissertation, we have designed and evaluated a novel Server-to-server wireless data center
network architect, which reduces the power consumption of the data center network by almost an
order of magnitude. Furthermore, to reduce the server power consummation, we have proposed
a novel network-aware server consolidation technique for wireless data centers. Finally, we have
identified the security vulnerability of the proposed wireless data center architecture and exploded
possible solution space for these security threats. The principal contribution of this dissertation can
be summarized as below:
1. Design of a Server-to-Server Wireless Data Center Network (S2S-WiDCN) using
60GHz Wireless Links with an Obstruction-Avoidance Adaptive Routing
• Design a default Horizontal-First routing mechanism for S2S-WiDCN
• Design a S2S-WiDCN architecture with an obstruction-avoidance adaptive routing for
server-to-server communication using 60GHz wireless links
• Evaluate the performance of S2S-WiDCN with different type of traffic patterns depending
on different types of applications
• Evaluate the performance of S2S-WiDCN in presence of obstructions to LoS paths
• Model and estimate the power consumption of S2S-WiDCN and compare to traditional
data center networks
2. Design of a Network-Aware Server Consolidation Heuristic named Network-Aware
Server Consolidation (NASCon) to Reduce the High Power Consumption of the
Servers in Data Center
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• Design a Network-Aware Server ConsolidationNASCon heuristic that takes advantage
of the two distinctive features of the S2S-WiDCN, namely high link diversity for each
server and the existence of a separate physical plane for achieving predictable latency in
exchanging control information to reduce the computational complexity of the heuristics
• Compare the performance of the S2S-WiDCN with the NASCon algorithm with respect
to a traditional fat-tree based wired network
• Derive a mathematical model to identify the optimal inter-consolidation time
• Validate the model through extensive simulations
• Evaluate the performance of the NASCon algorithm with high bandwidth future data
center networks for both wired and wireless networks
3. Identify the Potential Security Vulnerability of the S2S-WiDCN and Propose
Viable Solutions Against These Threats
• An in-depth analysis of the possible threats and attacks on the wireless data center
network is done.
• Quantified the impact of such attacks on data security of the overall network’s perfor-
mance using a network-level simulator.
• Proposed a relatively light-weight security solution to tackle the eavesdropping attack in
the S2S-WiDCN environment.
• Proposed a novel simulated annealing based routing mechanism to address the traffic
analysis attack.
• Proposed a solution against the denial of services attack leveraging the unique control
plane feature of the S2S-WiDCN.
1.6 Dissertation Organization
This dissertation is organized into six chapters. This chapter describes the existing problems of
the traditional data centers and motivation for designing a server to server wireless data center
(S2S-WiDCN) and Network-Aware Server Consolidation (NASCon) to address the high power con-
sumption issue of the data centers. Chapter 2 discusses the contemporary works on different data
center network architectures including, wired and wireless interconnection, as well as recent works
on different server consolidation techniques. This chapter also discusses the recent development of
the low-power 60GHz wireless communication techniques, which ultimately motivates us to design
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a complete server-to-server wireless data center to address the power consumption of the network
portion of the data center, which is presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes our proposed
server consolidation technique NASCon which addresses the high power consumption of the servers
in the data center due to over-provisioning. Nevertheless, to become a viable alternative to the
existing data center architecture in the future, S22-WiDCN with NASCon has to meet the security
requirement of the data centers. In Chapter 5 we discuss the potential security vulnerabilities of
the S2S-WiDCN and explore possible solutions to overcome these shortcomings. Finally, Chapter 6,




With the aim to provide the necessary context to this dissertation, in this chapter, we briefly discuss
the state-of-the-art research works in providing the solutions for the existing and anticipated network
and power problems in the data centers. Several different approaches have been proposed to tackle
the challenges in data center design, such as energy consumption, cabling complexity, scalability, and
over-subscription. Designing some alternate topology for the DCN or consolidation of the servers
has been widely explored. The most common DCN topology used today is a fat-tree topology [21],
in which servers are connected through a hierarchy of access, aggregate, and core layer switches.
The core switches also serve as gateways to the external Internet. The DCN with this topology
suffers from congestion or over-subscription at the upper levels of the hierarchy, while the wired
links cause design and maintenance challenges and obstruct the path of chilled air for cooling [5].
To address these issues, different data center architecture and topologies have been explored in
the literature. Moreover, Servers in a data center are almost always underutilized due to over-
provisioning, which contributes heavily toward the high-power consumption of the data centers. To
overcome the under-utilization issue, different server consolidation techniques have been explored.
These will be discussed in the following sub-sections.
2.1 Data Center Network Architectures
To address different data center issues, like high power consumption, scalability, design complexity
different data center networks have been proposed in the literature. These can broadly be classified
into two groups, i.e., wired DCNs and wireless DCNs. The most relevant works are discussed below.
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2.1.1 Wired Data Center Network Architectures
Wired data center networks can be broadly classified into two groups – the first one is switch-centric
design and the second one is server-centric design. Fat-tree is the most common form of switch-
centric design. Some of the other switch-centric designs include VL2 [22], Jellyfish [23], etc. VL2
uses Valiant Load Balancing to spread traffic uniformly across network paths. Recently, server-
centric DCN architectures have been proposed such as BCube [24], DCell [25] and FiConn [26].
BCube is a recursive topology specially designed for shipping container-based modular data centers.
DCell is also a server-to-server network with a recursively defined structure. FiConn employs an
interconnection structure utilizing two Ethernet ports on each server using commodity servers and
switches to establish a scalable data center network. Being server-to-server wired DCNs, both
these architectures have increased cabling complexity compared to a hierarchical fat-tree DCN. All
these DCNs eliminate the need for the power-hungry hierarchical switching infrastructure of fat-
tree DCNs with a cost of increasing cabling complexity. To improve the performance of DCNs,
optical interconnects have been explored extensively [27]. DOS [28] is an optical DCN that exploits
wavelength routing characteristics of a switching fabric based on an Arrayed Waveguide Grating
Router that allows contention resolution in the wavelength domain. Helios [29] is a hybrid electrical
and optical switch architecture that can deliver significant reductions in the number of switching
elements. C-Through [30] is a hybrid packet, and circuit-switched data center network architecture
having the aims of supplying high bandwidth to data intensive applications through high-speed
optical circuit-switched network using the Top-of-Rack switches. All of these optical networks uses
the hybrid network which still requires power hungry switching equipment as well as increases cabling
complexities. While many such novel DCN architectures have been proposed, these innovations
mainly rely on either copper or optical cables. They do not eliminate the challenges inherent to
wired DCNs with physical links concerning cabling power consumption, complexity, implementation
effort, and maintenance.
2.1.2 Wireless Data Center Networks
In [7,12,31,32], it is proposed to use mmWave inter-rack links to alleviate high power consumption
of DCNs. Also, recent work on wireless data centers proposes interconnecting entire racks of servers
via 60GHz wireless links to utilize commodity Ethernet switching between servers inside individual
racks [7]. Phased antenna arrays or directional horn antennas are used to establish wireless links
between ToRs [32, 33]. In [34], a wireless DCN was proposed by bridging adjacent rows of racks
by ToR wireless connections. Line-of-Sight (LoS) communication paths are necessary between the
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antennas for reliable communication in a wireless data center [32] as paths through metal frames
and racks increase losses due to obstructions. Hence, reflectors on ceilings and walls in the form
of metallic mirrors or signal relays can be mounted to form paths where direct LoS does not exist
[35]. All of these proposed work uses ToR switches, which contributes largely to the total power
consumption of DCN. Moreover, these works establish the physical layer feasibility of the mmWave
communication in a data center environment but do not evaluate the network-level characteristics
such as data rates, flow completion durations and power consumption which is the focus of this
paper. Cylindrical [36] or polygonal [37] arrangements of servers are proposed to create LoS wireless
links between servers. This, however, requires non-traditional cylindrical or polygonal arrangement
of servers having implications on cooling, server density, and scalability of the DCN that are not
well-known at this point. In [38], an inter-rack wireless network solution named FireFly is proposed
which uses free-space optics (FSO) to link the ToR of the data center. The inter-rack FSO based
DCN will need ToR switches thereby not capable of removing the power-hungry switches in the
architecture. Moreover, FSO links require precise alignments of lenses and mirrors. In [39], another
FSO based data center architecture was proposed where ToRs can communicate directly with FSO
with the help of disco ball shaped mirror assembly on the ceiling. However, in this thesis, we propose
direct server-to-server wireless links in a DCN to eliminate the need for power-hungry switches at the
Top of rack and higher hierarchical levels while maintaining the traditional rectangular arrangement
of server racks. We evaluate the network-level performance characteristics such as data throughput,
flow completion durations and network power consumption of 60GHz mmWave S2S-WiDCN with
direct server-to-server links and compare it to several alternative DCNs.
2.1.3 Recent Developments in 60GHz Communication
Due to its high communication rates, the unlicensed 60GHz wireless band has attracted attention
over the past several years [40, 41]. These efforts have led to the development and approval of the
IEEE802.11ad wireless local area network standard [6]. This standard extends the IEEE 802.11
family of WLAN standards to enable networking in the 60GHz unlicensed spectrum band within the
V-Band frequencies in the United States and achieving data rates of up to 7Gbps [12]. More work
has followed the approval of the standard with the design of the corresponding transceivers [40,41].
Terahertz wireless links for data center are also being explored recently [42, 43]. We leverage the
above-mentioned advances in 60GHz communication technologies to enable a wireless DCN while
designing the S2S-WiDCN architecture.
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2.2 Server Consolidation in Data Centers
To alleviate the power wastage due to underutilization of the servers, consolidation of the tasks
virtual machines (VMs) running in different servers into fewer servers has become a major focus
area in the research community [44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51]. Underutilization of the servers in a data
center has always been observed mainly due to the overprovisioning for the peak demand hours [52].
Most of the prior works in this field focus on either reducing power consumption of the networking
portion or the server portion of the data center without considering the impact of one on the other.
In [44] various formulations of the cost-aware application placement problem for servers was first
introduced. For each of the formulation, the model assumptions were described and the practicality
of these assumptions to solve the corresponding problem was analyzed. It was proposed to use
the ratio of migration cost and power cost during VM placement decision while the impact on
network performance was not considered. Similarly, in [45], a system was proposed that optimizes
power consumption, performance benefits, and transient costs incurred by server consolidation.
In [46] an efficient power-aware resource scheduling strategy was proposed that reduces data center
power consumption based on live VM migration. A framework for VM migration and placement
was proposed in [47]. Both the network topology and network traffic demands were considered
to minimize energy consumption while satisfying as many network-demands as possible. Similar
work has been done in [53] where multiple VMs could be placed in a single server. In [48], energy-
aware VM placement was proposed where, application dependencies were considered to reduce
network energy consumption. In [49], a network-aware VM consolidation scheme was proposed for
solving combined VM consolidation problem to conserve the energy of the data center. In [50], a
heuristic to control VM migration based on prioritizing VMs with steady capacity was proposed. In
addition to server consolidation, an opportunistic approach to reduce power consumption in DCNs
is proposed in [54]. Due to rise of cloud computing, server consolidation in cloud environment has
become a major research area in last few years [55, 56, 57]. However, server-consolidation with the
sole objective of power reduction can impact the performance of the data center negatively if the
network is incapable of supporting the resultant aggregated traffic patterns. However, the impact
of server consolidation on such novel network architectures has not been investigated. Moreover,
the impact of these novel networks on the consolidation algorithms is not studied either.
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2.3 Security in Wireless Data Center Networks
Wireless communication in the data center environment is becoming a popular research area only
for last few years. Although different communication architecture has been proposed and various
techniques have been explored, the security of the wireless data center is still a vastly unexplored
field. The primary goal for the security of any system is to ensure the following four things-
Confidentiality, Integrity, Authentication, and Availability (CIAA) [58]. Confidentiality is the ability
to shield the information or data from a passive attacker. Most of the time confidentiality is
considered the most crucial goal for the security system. Data authentication is the ability to ensure
that the information is sent by the original source and not from an intruder. The system should
have the capability of identifying both the receiver and sender. The techniques commonly used
for authentication can be roughly divided into two groups- symmetric and asymmetric mechanism.
Although authentication is required for both wired and wireless networks, for wireless networks it
is particularly much more challenging to ensure the authentication due to the wireless nature of the
medium. Data integrity is the ability to make sure that the data has not been tampered with or
changed in the medium by an attacker. The integrity of the data is compromised when an attacker
or a malicious node sends some data to other node pretending to be some another node.
Many studies have been done on the security of wired data centers [59, 60, 61]. On the contrary,
as wireless data centers are still being an emerging technology, not much study has been done on
the security aspects of these types of data centers. It has also been widely considered that wireless
systems are inherently more unsecured than their wired counterparts [62]. Moreover, being a wireless
system, S2S-WiDCN also inherits most of the threats associated with any wireless network. Because
of the direct wireless communication capability of every server, S2S-WiDCN can be compared
with a traditional wireless sensor network (WSN). Many of the security threats associated with
WSN [63] are also applicable for S2S-WiDCN. However, unlike WSNs, the nodes (servers) here are
highly uniformly arranged, and the inter-server communication is done through highly-directional
antennas having high-speed wireless links. Recent work has shown that, with the use of directional
antennas, the security of the WSN can be enhanced to some extent [64]. Studies have been done on
the security aspect of traditional wireless networks involving lower bandwidth and solutions have
been proposed [65, 66, 67]. However, these solutions for traditional wireless systems are unlikely
to be suitable for mmWave based wireless networks mainly because of a large number of antenna
array involved and sensitivity of the frequency to physical blockage [68,69]. On the contrary, some
security related advantage exists because of the high directionality of the antenna arrays in mmWave
bands. In [68], it was shown that with point-to-point mmWave wireless communication, significant
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secrecy improvement compared to the conventional microwave systems can be achieved. On the
contrary, in [70], it was shown that even with the highly directional transmission, eavesdropping
is still possible by creating virtual periscope. However, the network-wide secrecy performance of
the mmWave communication system is still unknown [71]. Denial-of-service (DoS) attack can be
another attack which can severely hamper the performance of the entire data center. In [72], the
authors showed that in any wireless controlled network system, DoS can have significantly adverse
effect on the performance. In [73], a method was proposed to mitigate DDoS attack for 5G network
involving network slicing. Another possible attack on a completely wireless system is the signal
jamming attack. It can severely interfere with the normal operation of wireless networks [74].
In [75] the authors said that, due to the hardware constraints of mmWave transceivers, still it is not
very feasible to do a jamming attack. But with emerging of newer higher frequency radios, jamming
attack in mmWave is becoming imminent in the near future. To the best of our knowledge, no work
exists on the security of an entirely wireless data center which is required to consider S2S-WiDCN
as a viable alternative solution for wired networks. .
Chapter 3
Server-to-Server Wireless Data Center
Network Architecture
In this chapter, a server-to-server wireless DCN architecture called S2S-WiDCN based on the 60GHz
wireless technology for a small to medium-sized data center is proposed. Through direct server-
to-server wireless links using directional antenna arrays, the power-hungry switching fabrics of
traditional DCNs can be eliminated, resulting in a significant power savings in data transfer [76].
The communication between servers in the wireless DCN is achieved along horizontal lines and
vertical planes as shown in Fig. 3.1, which shows only a few horizontal red lines and a single blue
plane for clarity. The horizontal communication lines are used for data transfer between rows,
whereas, the yellow planes are used for transmissions within the same row. However, the presence
of any obstruction in the data center aisles such as an IT technician may result in blocking of the
horizontal Line-of-Sights (LoS) or interference caused by other wireless signal may cause a failure in
data transmission. Therefore, to recover from such obstructions a novel adaptive routing mechanism
is proposed [77] in this work. The performance as well as power savings of the proposed server-
to-server wireless DCN (S2S-WiDCN) is compared to that of a conventional hierarchical fat-tree-
based DCN. Various kinds of data center traffic have been considered for these evaluations, which
are typically encountered in index-search/query-response and multimedia/video applications. It is
demonstrated later in this chapter that S2S-WiDCN is able to sustain and provide performance
comparable to the conventional counterpart at five to seventeen times lower power consumption
depending on the load on the data center network. The novel contributions of this chapter are:
• We propose a novel direct server-to-server wireless communication based fully wireless data
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center architecture.
• We propose the S2S-WiDCN architecture with horizontal first routing.
• We design the S2S-WiDCN architecture with an obstruction-avoidance adaptive routing for
server-to-server LoS communication using 60GHz wireless links.
• We evaluate the performance of S2S-WiDCN with different kinds of traffic patterns depending
on different types of applications.
• We evaluate the performance of S2S-WiDCN in presence of obstructions to LoS paths.
• Wemodeled and estimate the power consumption of S2S-WiDCN and compare it to traditional
tree-based DCNs.
3.1 Wireless Data Center Network Architecture
In this section, we discuss the architecture of S2S-WiDCN. We describe the design methodologies,
the adopted antenna technology, and finally its communication protocols.
3.1.1 Wireless Data Center Network Topology
In S2S-WiDCN, the data center racks are laid out in the traditional rectangular pattern, adjacent to
one another with aisles running between rows of racks. In order to avoid obstruction to the wireless
communication links, wireless links are establish only along horizontal lines and vertical planes to
communicate between any two servers in the three-dimensional space as shown in Fig. 3.1. To
achieve this, each server will be equipped with two high gain 60 GHz antenna arrays. We propose
attaching one of the antennas on the top of the server to enable the communication in the horizontal
direction and other one on the back or front of the server projecting out from the rack as shown in
Fig. 3.2 to enable communication in the vertical plane. To avoid interference and obstructions from
the rack frames, communication in the horizontal planes are restricted only to a single line between
horizontally aligned servers.
Data centers are typically arranged in hot aisle/cold aisle layout where servers in adjacent rows are
either face-to-face or back-to-back [78]. To minimize the interference between two neighboring rows
of racks, servers will have the provision to connect the antenna for vertical plane communication
either on the back or on the front side. This will ensure that no two separate vertical planes will
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Figure 3.1: Server-to-server wireless data center network (S2S-WiDCN) showing some horizontal
wireless paths (red) and one of the vertical wireless communication planes (blue).
exist in a single aisle and hence eliminate interference between vertical planes. Using the beam-
steering capability of the antenna array, LoS links between communicating servers can be established
with the help of a control interface discussed in Section 3.1.2. Each server is assigned a unique ID
according to its geometric location in order to help determine the beam-steering angles. The angles
are pre-computed depending on the location of the communicating servers. All the metallic surfaces
and walls of the data center should be coated with anti-reflecting material cover [79] to eliminate
the multi-path propagation of a signal. Such anti-reflection material with low reflection coefficients
are relatively easily available and only add another additional layer to the building infrastructure
without significant change in building design.
The proposed design can be adapted for racks having doors with few minor modifications. Tra-
ditional door for data center racks comes in two varieties- perforated metal sheet with breathable
mesh design or acrylic glass with metal frame. For the perforated metal doors, we propose a se-
ries of rectangular opening areas as shown in Fig. 3.3(a), aligned with the top antenna in all the
racks. This will ensure horizontal LoS between top antennas of the servers. The metal doors are
perforated to aid in cooling air circulation, and the rectangular openings foster air conditioning fur-
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Figure 3.2: Single server showing two antenna arrays and the WiFi control module. Inset: each
antenna array
ther. By contrast, for the doors with acrylic glass, the doors are designed to contain the chilled air
implementing air conditioning which is different compared to data centers with metal doors. This
material is relatively transparent to 60 GHz wireless band (compared to actual glass) with only 1.02
dB/cm of path loss through it [80]. While each door’s glass is thinner than 1cm, in case of paths
through many doors, the link-budget analysis should take into account this loss while designing the
wireless data center with this type of door. Therefore, in case, the number of rows in the data center
is high, this type of rack is not recommended for the S2S-WiDCN architecture. Furthermore, to
use racks with glass door, the top antennas can be mounted on the side panel of the racks with a
high quality, low loss 60GHz cable or wave guide rather than on top of the servers. To create LoS
between the servers in different racks across multiple rows, a narrow open space is required between
adjacent racks in the same row to accommodate the horizontal LoS lines through the sides of the
racks. To prevent hot and cold air contamination, thermal ducts individually deployed in each rack
as envisioned in [81], must be used in such racks to remove the hot air completely from the floor
through the racks.
To create LoS in the vertical plane in presence of doors in the rack, we propose mounting the
antenna arrays on an extended panel as shown in Fig. 3.3(a) and (b) for metal and acrylic door
respectively. The antennas will be connected to the corresponding servers with high-quality, low-loss
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Creating LoS between servers in presence of (a) metal rack doors in horizontal and
vertical planes and (b) acrylic glass door in vertical plane.
60GHz cable or wave-guide fitted to the frame which can be coupled to the servers. This will ensure
that movements of the doors will not affect the antenna alignment.
3.1.2 Antenna Technology for the Wireless Data Center
Each server in S2S-WiDCN is equipped with a wireless module consisting of a transceiver and two ac-
companying antenna arrays [13]. This particular array is fabricated using semiconductor lithography
techniques on a single wafer and hence, is extremely compact with a size of only 10.5mm× 3.3mm.
As the radiation pattern suggests, the array provides high directional gain of 9dBi in the forward
and backward directions. Moreover, by adjusting the relative phase of the antenna elements by
activating various feed paths, beam-steering can be accomplished over an angle of 60°. As horizon-
tal communication happens in a single straight line, no beam-steering is required in the antenna
arrays on top of the servers. However, as the range of beam steering angle is 60° for this particular
array, 6 antenna arrays are required to cover the entire 360° panorama in the vertical plane. Only
one out of the 6 arrays will need to be signaled at any given point of time to establish a single
link involving that server. Electronic beam-steering for the antenna array has negligible latency
compared to mechanically steered horn antennas used in earlier wireless DCNs [20, 33]. Moreover,
the antenna array being extremely compact requires very tiny space on top of each server to enable
LoS communication in the horizontal direction. The effect of these spaces on the vertical server
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density in the data center racks is discussed and quantified in the next section.
This beam-steering of the transmitting and receiving antennas is controlled by using a separate
control interface using IEEE 802.11 2.4/5 GHz ISM bands. Although the data rates sustained by
the IEEE 802.11 2.4/5 GHz bands are much lower than the 60GHz bands, it is sufficient for the
short control packets. Moreover, the isotropic antennas in the IEEE 802.11 2.4/5 GHz modules do
not require any antenna steering before the control messages can be transmitted. When a traffic
flow between a pair of servers is created, a short control or header packet for the flow will be sent
over the IEEE 802.11 2.4/5 GHz ISM band to enable communicating servers to steer their antenna
beams towards each other when required. The details of the steering are discussed in 3.1.4.
3.1.3 Wireless Communication Protocols
Establishing connections between servers require reliable wireless 60GHz physical and Medium Ac-
cess Control (MAC) layer protocols. The IEEE802.11ad standard [6] is designed for 60GHz wireless
LANs. This standard defines a physical layer protocol that supports beam-forming, and also sup-
ports extremely high data rates in both a single carrier (SC) and Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) mode of operation with maximum achievable data rates are 4.62Gbps and
6.76Gbps respectively. Motivated by these high data rates, IEEE802.11ad is adopted as the 60GHz
physical layer protocol for wireless data centers. IEEE802.11ad MAC layer protocol incorporates
a Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) mechanism for on-demand establishment of wireless links
depending upon the traffic flow requirements. The MAC layer protocol establishes as many non-
interfering links as possible, greedily on a first-come first-serve basis until all traffic flow demands
are met or all the available OFDM channels are exhausted. The IEEE802.11ad standard only allows
wireless links to be established where a bit error rate (BER) of 3 × 10−7 or lower can be achieved
considering the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) and the corresponding data rates to
be sustained by the wireless link. Once a flow is found not to be feasible due to interference with
already-existing flows in any of the OFDM channels, the flow is no longer considered serviced and
that demand is left incomplete. The performance of the MAC layer protocol is evaluated through a
comparison and analysis against similar-sized wired networks in our case studies in the next section.
TCP/IP is used as the transport layer protocol for reliable packet delivery for its widespread use
and well-known characteristics in data center networks as well as in the Internet.
The feasibility of 60GHz communication in data centers is established with physical channel mea-
surements in [12, 32]. However, the effect of temperature on the 60GHz channel has not been
considered. The 60GHz channel is known to be affected by molecular absorption, which in turn, is
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affected by the temperature. Due to variation in temperature in a data center between hot and cold
airflows, the wireless path loss may vary. However, the recommended range of temperature variation
in a data center according to ASHRAE thermal guideline is between 18° to 27° Celsius [82]. The
path loss varies by roughly 2dB/km for this range of temperature [83]. Therefore, for typical data
center dimensions in the range of few meters, the variation is negligible.
3.1.4 Routing Protocol for S2S-WiDCN
In this section, the normal routing protocol, as well as an adaptive routing protocol for S2S-WiDCN,
which is capable of routing traffic flows even in the presence of obstruction of the LoS between two
servers due to reasons such as the presence of human beings along the data center aisles. First,
we describe the default routing mechanism followed by our proposed method to make the default
routing adaptive for robustness against obstruction of LoS.
Default Routing Mechanism
For the default routing mechanism, we develop a Horizontal-First routing described in this sub-
section. The server arrangement plays a vital role in the design of this routing protocol. For the
purpose of the Horizontal-First routing algorithm, the servers are considered to be arranged in a 3D
Cartesian coordinate system with each server having a unique 3D coordinate as shown in Fig. 3.4.
In this coordinate system, X-axis runs along rows, Y-axis runs along columns and Z-axis runs along
with racks as shown in Fig. 3.4 (a). Server-to-server communication in a data center can be broadly
classified into two types, i.e., inter-rack and intra-rack communication based on the location of the
source and destination servers. All the intra-rack communications are completed in one hop in the
vertical plane as shown in Fig. 3.4(a) whereas inter-rack communication depends on the relative
position of the source and destination servers. There are three possible scenarios for inter-rack
communication:
• Both the source and destination servers are located in the same vertical plane (the same row
or the same Y coordinate) as shown in Fig. 3.4(b). In this case, a direct single hop link will
be established between the source and destination for data transfer.
• Both the source and destination servers are in the same column with same height above the
ground (the same X and the same Z coordinates, but different Y coordinates). In this case,
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Figure 3.4: Possible communication paths between servers situated in (a) same rack, (b) same
vertical plane, (c) same horizontal line, and (d) different horizontal lines and vertical planes.
a single hop direct link along a horizontal line will be established between the source and
destination for communication as shown in Fig. 3.4(c).
• The source and destination servers are in different row and column (different X and Y co-
ordinates, may or may not have the same Z coordinate). In this case a 2-hop link will be
established for communication using an intermediate server as shown in Fig. 3.4(d). The
intermediate server is the one that is in the same column and height from the source server,
but in the row of the final destination (the same X and Z coordinates as that of the source
and the same Y coordinate as the destination). As the data travels along the horizontal line
first, the adopted routing protocol is referred to as Horizontal-First routing. In the proposed
topology, every server is capable of working as a potential intermediate node.
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Algorithm 3.1 Default Routing Mechanism: Horizontal-First Routing
1: if source and destination servers are in same rack then
2: communication is done in 1 hop in vertical plane
3: else if source and destination servers are in same vertical plane and different rack then
4: communication is done in 1 hop in vertical plane
5: else if servers are in different row but same column and same Height then
6: communication is done in 1 hop in horizontal line
7: else
8: select the server in destination row at same height and column as of source server as the intermediate node
9: route the flow in 2 hop using Horizontal First routing
10: end if
The pseudocode of the Horizontal-First routing strategy for these various conditions is shown in
Algorithm 3.1. Control information in the form of a control packet with instructions for intermediate
and destination servers to steer their antennas in the correct directions is sent over a separate IEEE
802.11 2.4/5 GHz ISM band. Each server is equipped with an IEEE 802.11 2.4/5 GHz transceiver.
As the radiation pattern has main lobes in both forward and backward directions, steering is not
required for the horizontal linear communication a shown in Fig. 3.2. For communications in the
vertical planes, the server, which is ready to send data, first sends a control packet to the receiving
server while simultaneously steering its antenna array towards the receiver. Upon receipt of this
control message, wireless module at the receiver chooses the antenna array in the correct sector
out of the set of 6 and steers that array towards the sending server by activating the correct phase
differences (paths connecting the elements). The IEEE 802.11 2.4/5 GHz ISM band is also used
for sending the acknowledgments to enable the CSMA-based MAC for the 60GHz links using the
IEEE802.11ad protocols. In order to provide access to the Internet with necessary bandwidth,
we envision gateway functionalities to be hosted at multiple server locations within the rectangular
arrangement in the wireless DCN. These gateways will, therefore, be connected directly or indirectly,
to all the servers and will also need to run firewall and security functionalities as per the requirement
of the data center.
Obstruction-Avoidance Routing Mechanism
In some scenarios, the LoS necessary for the Horizontal-First routing can be obstructed. For exam-
ple, when a human technician or any other obstacle is in front of an aisle it can potentially obstruct
the horizontal server-to-server LoS communication between all servers in the aligned racks as shown
in Fig. 3.5. This will not only affect servers of the rows directly adjacent to the human obstruction
but also servers in racks of all rows that use those horizontal paths for inter-row communication.
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Algorithm 3.2 Adaptive Routing: Obstruction-Avoidance Routing
1: if Obstruction detected in the Horizontal line ← FALSE then
2: Default Horizontal-First Routing
3: else
4: if servers are in different row and same column then
5: choose a random server in source plane in a different rack as 1st intermediate node
6: select the corresponding server in destination plane (same height and same column as of 1st intermediate
node) as the 2nd intermediate node
7: if Obstruction detected in the Horizontal line ← TRUE then
8: go to: 5
9: else
10: route the flow in 3 hop using Vertical-First routing
11: end if
12: end if
13: if servers are in different row and different column then
14: choose the server in the source plane situated in the same height and same column of the destination
server as intermediate node then
15: if Obstruction detected in the Horizontal line ← TRUE then
16: go to: 14
17: else




We propose an Obstruction-Avoidance adaptive routing mechanism to address this failure model
and to successfully route traffic flows in the presence of such obstructions between specific racks. In
the adaptive routing, all servers start sending packets following the default Horizontal-First rout-
ing strategy outlined earlier. CSMA acknowledgment mechanism is utilized the to detect a failed
transmission after several trials according to the IEEE802.11ad MAC. Then a re-transmission is
attempted again using the adaptive routing algorithm as described in Algorithm 3.2.
In this adaptive routing strategy, after detecting a failed transmission, the sender determines the
route of the next transmission attempt. If the destination server is in another rack in the same row,
the sender retransmits the flow using the default Horizontal-First routing algorithm. This is because
the failed transmission did not happen because of the horizontal LoS obstruction from the technician
as that LoS link was not used in the first transmission attempt. The transmission happens over
the back/front vertical plane, which is not obstructed by the failure model under consideration.
However, if the destination is in another row, instead of adopting the Horizontal-First approach,
a Vertical-First routing approach is adopted where, a server in the same row but a different rack
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Figure 3.5: Possible communication paths between servers while obstruction is detected.
is chosen at random and the path is established to that server using the back/front vertical plane.
Control packets are sent over the IEEE 802.11 2.4/5GHz ISM control plane to establish the links
using beam-steering. From that other server, again the default Horizontal-First routing is adopted
to reach the final destination. Such a path is shown in Fig. 3.5. If the randomly chosen intermediate
server for Obstruction-Avoidance routing is also obstructed by another technician, the Obstruction-
Avoidance routing approach can be repeated again till the Horizontal-First routing is successful
to transfer packets to the destination row. In this way, this adaptive routing mechanism can be
extended to an obstruction model with multiple technicians obstructing multiple racks in the data
center. The performance of S2S-WiDCN in presence of such an obstruction will be degraded for
the obstructed flows. In the next section, we describe the performance of S2S-WiDCN in presence
of various flow traffic patterns and obstructions.
3.2 Modeling, Results, and Analysis
In this section, we present our modeling, results and the corresponding analysis of S2S-WiDCN.
We first demonstrate that it can sustain comparable performance compared to that of conventional
DCNs with network-level simulations in terms of communications between servers within a data
center. Next, we present the estimates of power consumption to highlight the main benefit of
S2S-WiDCN.
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3.2.1 Simulation Platform
The Network Simulator-3 (NS-3) suite [84] was used to evaluate S2S-WiDCN. NS-3 supports the
characteristics of wireless propagation as well as network-level communications. It is important
to simulate both the propagation and network-level communication characteristics accurately in
order to obtain credible performance results. A modified version of NS-3 extended with features
of the wireless data center including the 60GHz band and the IEEE802.11ad standard as discussed
in [12] was used. This extension incorporates interference modeling, bit error rates, and directional
antenna modeling. The accuracy of these parameters is verified with physical layer measurements
of prototype 60GHz hardware [12]. Additionally, we introduce criteria for wireless link selection
to enable many concurrent links, and modify the IEEE802.11ad physical layer to allow multiple
OFDM channels.
We have considered two data center sizes for this analysis to represent data centers belonging to two
different classes. The first one, with a total of 800 servers, is a small-sized data center representing
those in an educational institution. The second one is a mid-sized data center and has 1600 servers
representing those in private enterprises [85,86]. In both cases, the servers are arranged in a 20× 8
array of racks as shown in Fig. 3.6. There are 10 racks arranged in a single row and two columns of 8
rows, totaling 160 racks. Each rack occupies an area of 0.6m× 0.9m and is 2m high. Adjacent rows
are separated by 1m and the width of the central aisle is 2m. Each rack contains 5 and 10 servers
for the 800 and 1600 server data centers respectively. In our simulations, the racks are assumed to
be without any front or back side door.
To account for the latency required to set up the 60GHz communication links using the exchange
of control information over the IEEE 802.11 2.4/5 GHz ISM band and beam-steering, we run a
conservative simulation using NS-3 with the packet size of 200 bytes representing control packets
of 60GHz S2S-WiDCN data center with beam-steering information. Each new flow according to
the flow arrival process discussed in section 3.2.2 in the DCN is considered to generate a control
packet. The flow arrival process is considered to be the same as described in Section 3.2.2. The
simulation showed that a single wireless access-point can sustain the demand for the control packet
traffic with an average latency of 266µs in a system with 240 servers. As the maximum number of
servers in a single vertical plane is 200, a single access point per row should be enough to server the
requirement. This latency overhead is considered in the evaluation of S2S-WiDCN next.
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Figure 3.6: Data center layout floor plan.
3.2.2 Performance Evaluation and Analysis
Here we present the simulation results of S2S-WiDCN along with a comparative analysis with
respect to existing DCNs in terms of flow completion duration and throughput. The throughput is
defined as the average rate of bit transferred per second over the DCN. We compare S2S-WiDCN
with a traditional wired fat-tree based DCN and a ToR-ToR wireless DCN. In the traditional wired
fat-tree based DCN, we have considered 3 hierarchical layers consisting of 160 access, 2 aggregate
and 2 core layer switches similar to the architecture evaluated in [31]. Each traditional DCN link
between the access, aggregate and core level switches is considered to have a channel bandwidth of
10 Gbps. The intra-rack communication in the fat-tree based DCN occurs through the ToR switch,
which has 1.0 Gbps direct links to each server in its rack. Although the proposed wireless DCN is a
direct server-to-server network, we have not compared it with a wired server-to-server all-to-all DCN
because such a network is not practical and will have extremely high degree of connectivity at each
server. In the ToR-to-ToR wireless DCN (ToR-WiDCN) the intra-rack communication is managed
in a traditional manner, same as in the conventional wired DCN. The inter-rack communication is
done with ToR-to-ToR 60GHz wireless links using the same physical and MAC layers as in S2S-
WiDCN. We use the simulation platform described in Section 3.2.1 and the data center traffic model
discussed below to evaluate these DCNs.
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Data Center Traffic Model
S2S-WiDCN is at first evaluated with a set of traffic flows based on application demands. These
demands reflect real traffic within the network over a period of time. The application demands
include information specifying the flow arrival time, identity of the source and destination, the flow
size, and the data rate at which the traffic is generated. Real data center traffic for different classes
of data centers such as educational (small), private (medium) and corporate (large) running typical
query/response based applications like map-reduce and index-search are measured in [85]. Using
these measured traffic flows, a Poisson shot-noise based model to synthesize data center traffic is
proposed and verified in [86]. According to [86], the new flow arrival time, the flow duration and the
injection rate for each application follow a Poisson, Pareto and, Gaussian distribution respectively.
The new flow arrival time is generated using a Poisson distribution with an average flow arrival
rate. The average flow arrival rate is considered to be 1000 flows/second for the small-sized and
3000 flows/second for the mid-sized data center [85]. The flow injection rate and the flow duration
are independent parameters. The flow duration refers to the time required to inject the flow into
the DCN and is different from the flow completion duration which is a performance metric. The
flow size is a product of the injection rate and duration and therefore depends on both. In our
evaluations, we have considered a skewed Gaussian distribution for the injection rate to have a
mean of 1.0kBps such that 90% of the traffic rates are less than 10kBps and the remaining 10% can
be as high as several MBps as per the traffic model from [86]. Application flow duration is generated
following an independent Pareto distribution having a minimum duration of 10 microseconds [85].
The characteristic parameters for these distributions are summarized in Table 3.1. As customary for
TCP traffic, we have considered the size of all packets in the generated flows equal to the maximum
transmission unit (1500 bytes). The CDFs of the transmission rates of both of these two traffics are
shown in Fig. 3.7 (a) and Fig. 3.7 (b).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.7: CDF of flow transmission rates of the (a) index/query based traffic for small size (b)
index/query based traffic for medium size (c) multimedia traffic for small size DCN.
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Table 3.1: Parameters for index/query based traffic generation
Name Model Parameters
Flow arrival time, N Poisson
λ(t)= 1000, for small DCN
λ(t)= 3000, for medium DCN
Flow duration, Dn Pareto
ap= 1.504s
Mp=1.0001s
Flow transmission rate, Yn Gaussian
E[Yn] = 8.606 Kbps
σ[Yn] = 69.936 Kbps
Flow size, Sn Yn.Dn E[Sn]= 1.0647KB
According to [85, 86], in a DCN, around 80% of the total traffic stays within the same rack. Only
20% communication takes place between the servers situated in different racks. For each new flow
in our simulations, a random destination was chosen such that 80% of the destinations belonged
to the same rack as the flow source. The simulations were conducted such that no new flows were
allowed to be injected after 20 seconds but the simulations were run until the completion of all the
established flows. Next, we analyze the performance of the DCNs in the presence of this traffic
pattern.
Flow Completion Duration
Here, we estimate the flow completion duration of the applications in the different DCNs. The flow
completion duration for both small and medium sizes of all 3 different DCNs are shown in Fig.
3.8. It can be seen that the average completion duration of S2S-WiDCN is lower than that of the
wired network for both sizes because of the fewer number of hops involved, resulting in lower time
of flight and switching overheads. For the wired network, two servers even in a single rack need
to go through the access layer switch to communicate, requiring at least two hops. On the other
hand, in the wireless architecture, those two servers can communicate directly using a single hop.
As the major portion of communications in data centers is intra-rack [85], the reduction in delay of
intra-rack flows in the wireless DCN is likely to reduce the overall average flow completion duration.
The beam-steering latency is 266µs for exchange of control information over the control plane is
considered while computing the flow completion duration of S2S-WiDCN as shown in Fig. 3.8.
Fig. 3.8. also captures the minimum and maximum flow completion durations for all the DCNs.
The minimum flow completion duration in case of S2S-WiDCN is higher than that of the fat-tree
based DCN due to the beam-steering latency. This effect is also seen in the ToR-WiDCN. However,
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Figure 3.8: Average flow completion duration for index/query based traffic.
as seen in [85] only a very small fraction of the flows have such short flow duration.
Throughput
Fig. 3.9 shows the average throughput along with the minimum and maximum for all flows in
each DCN. As we can see for both sizes S2S-WiDCN provides the same throughput as that of
the wired traditional fat-tree based DCN. Even the ToR-WiDCN is capable of achieving a similar
performance. All the DCNs achieve throughput which closely match the injection rate of the flows.
This is because, in the traditional wired network, the available bandwidth per link is 1.0Gbps and
that available for OFDM wireless channels is 0.563Gbps. We have considered 3 sub-carriers in the
60GHz band each with maximum OFDM rates of 6.76Gbps, which are in turn, split into 12 sub-
channels each, to cater to all the application flows injected into the wireless DCNs. So, the physical
bandwidths of both wired and wireless channels are much higher than the average injection rates
encountered in these scenarios. Moreover, we find that in S2S-WiDCN the throughput is higher
than that in both the traditional wired DCN and ToR-WiDCN. This is because the lower number
of hops in S2S-WiDCN implies that the flow will encounter fewer intermediate nodes resulting in
a reduced likelihood of being congested. Therefore, for the type of application considered here,
S2S-WiDCN performs better than the fat-tree based DCN. Although the flow arrival rate increases
with the number of servers, its impact on performance is marginal as the flow transmission rates of
most of the flows are less than the 60GHz OFDM channel capacity.
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Figure 3.9: Average throughput of different data center networks for index/query based traffic.
Evaluation with Different Traffic Patterns
In this subsection, we further evaluate S2S-WiDCN with a different traffic scenario that can be en-
countered in multimedia or video hosting/streaming servers. This kind of application is significantly
different from query/index search applications primarily from two perspectives. First, this kind of
traffic generally has a higher data rate requirement. Multimedia/video streaming servers hosting
applications are seen to have average data rates of 100Mbps [87]. Second, these applications typi-
cally experience bursty flow arrivals [88]. In order to evaluate S2S-WiDCN with multimedia/video,
traffic we adopt a bursty flow arrival rate with a high average data rate of 100Mbps based on [87].
Unlike the query-based traffic where the flow arrival process is assumed to be a Poisson process, the
bursty flow arrival is modeled as a fractal process. The entire simulation duration is divided into
windows of 30ms and each window is randomly chosen to be either in ON or OFF phase. New flow
arrivals are allowed only in the ON phase. The new flows have an arrival rate such that the overall
average flow arrival rate is the same as that of the query-based traffic for the simulation duration.
The details of this traffic are listed in Table 3.2. The CDF of number of concurrent flow arrivals
within a window size of 30ms for both the query-based traffic and the bursty multi-media traffic
is shown in Fig. 3.10. It can be seen that in the Poisson arrival process typical in query/response
applications, the number of concurrent flows is never higher than 50 whereas, it can be as high as
250 in the bursty flow arrival pattern. The bursty traffic pattern coupled with the high flow rate
requirements of this traffic type is, therefore, expected to stress the DCN more compared to the
query/response type traffic.
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Table 3.2: Parameters for video/multimedia traffic generation
Name Model Parameters
Flow arrival time, N Poisson λ(t)= 1000
Flow duration, Dn Pareto
ap= 1.504s
Mp=1.0001s
Flow transmission rate, Yn Gaussian
E[Yn] = 100.0 Mbps
σ[Yn] = 114.153Mbps
Flow size, Sn Yn.Dn E[Sn]= 101.025MB
Fig. 3.11 shows the average flow completion duration and average throughput of a small sized
DCN with 800 servers for this multimedia/video traffic. We have compared the performance of
S2S-WiDCN with a fat-tree based wired DCN with this traffic. Similar to query-based traffic, a few
small flows with very low flow durations incur a higher flow completion duration in S2S-WiDCN
as can be seen in the minimum of the flow duration range in Fig. 3.11 (a). This is because the
beam-steering latency of S2S-WiDCN is higher than the flow duration of these very small flows.
Moreover, we can see that some of the high data rate flows achieve lower throughputs in S2S-WiDCN
compared to the fat-tree wired DCN as shown by the maximum value of the range of throughput of
S2S-WiDCN in Fig. 3.11 (b). This is because the maximum data rate per OFDM channel that can
be supported in S2S-WiDCN is 0.563Gbps. As the flow rates follow a Gaussian distribution with a
mean of 100Mbps, a few flows require a data rate higher than 0.563Gbps. The effective throughputs
of these flows are reduced in S2S-WiDCN. However, as can be seen from the CDF of flow rates in
fig. 3.7 (c), these flows with data rates higher than 0.563Gbps are few in number and therefore do
not affect the average throughput significantly.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.10: Distribution of number of concurrent connections for (a) query-based traffic (b) bursty
multimedia traffic.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.11: (a) Average flow completion duration and (b) average throughput of a small sized DCN
with 800 servers for this multimedia/video traffic for different data center networks.
Evaluation in the Presence of LoS Obstruction
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of S2S-WiDCN in the presence of a LoS obstruction.
For this purpose, a scenario is assumed where an IT technician is present in front of the column
3 of row 2 in the floorplan shown in Fig. 3.6. We have assumed this obstruction to be stationary
within the observed window of 20 seconds, which is reasonable as it is a human obstruction. Due
to the presence of the obstruction, the traffic flows from all servers in all rows corresponding to the
obstructed column, which were supposed to be routed through the horizontal lines in column 3 with
the default Horizontal-First routing protocol, need to follow the alternate Obstruction-Avoidance
routing mechanism. Fig. 3.12 shows the flow completion duration of the small-scale S2S-WiDCN
with 800 servers with adaptive routing, in the presence of the obstruction. We have evaluated the
impact of the obstruction on the overall flow completion duration as well as that of the affected
traffic flows only. As 80% of the traffic generated from each server is intra-rack, they use the
vertical plane for communication and are unaffected by the presence of a technician. Among the
20% inter-rack traffic, a smaller percentage requires inter-row paths going in the horizontal direction
as inter-rack traffic in the same row also uses the vertical plane. The percentage of traffic flows
from all rows, whose inter-row traffic is obstructed, is 1.87% of all the flows in S2S-WiDCN. Hence,
the LoS obstruction has very little impact on the overall average flow completion duration due to
the small percentage of traffic flows that are affected. We have further investigated the impact of
the obstruction as a function of the number of re-transmission trials made before rerouting using
the Vertical-First path of the adaptive routing method. As can be seen, in case of a higher number
of allowed re-transmission attempts before rerouting the flow, the impact of the obstruction is
higher. Hence, the number of re-transmission attempts can be customized based on the performance
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of average flow completion duration in presence of LoS obstruction.
demands of the applications.
3.2.3 Power Consumption Analysis
From the previous section it is seen that S2S-WiDCN can sustain comparable performance as that
of a traditional fat-tree DCN. In this section we evaluate its most important benefit, which is the
reduction in power consumption of S2S-WiDCN with respect to the traditional DCN. We discuss
the model and parameters used in the power estimation followed by the results.
Power Model
It is a complex task to estimate the actual electrical power consumed by a data center. The
power consumption depends on several internal factors such as utilization of computing power, the
cooling mechanism, and data center networks. Data center power consumption is also affected by
external parameters like geographical location, weather, temperature, and humidity. Our focus
is solely on networking, and we only analyze the power consumption involved in networking. In
this regard, we assume that the power consumption other than networking is identical in all the
cases. We estimate power consumption for wired DCNs using commercially available data from
Cisco network switches [89,90,91]. Specifically, we use Cisco 7702 for the core-level switches, Cisco
9508 at the aggregation level, and Cisco 9372 for access-level switches. We also use the data from
Silicom PE2G2135 for the power consumption of the network interface cards (NIC) [92]. The power
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Table 3.3: Power Consumption of Different Components
Device Model Used in Power(W)
Access Layer Switch Cisco 9372 Fat-Tree 210.0
Aggregate Layer Switch Cisco 9508 Fat-Tree 2527.0
Core Layer Switch Cisco 7702 Fat-Tree, S2S-WiDCN 837.0





IEEE802.11 2.4/5 GHz ISM
Adapter
D-link DWA-171 S2S-WiDCN 0.22
consumption of each core and aggregate switches are as follows:
PCore = PI/OCards + PFanTray + PSv, (3.1)
PAgg = PI/OCards + PFanTray + PSv + PFabric + PSysCtrl, (3.2)
where, PI/OCards, PFanTray, PSv, PFabric, PSysCtrl represent the power consumption of the input/
output card, fanout ports, supervisor controller, cables and system controller respectively. Then
the total network power is calculated as follows:
PNetwork = NCorePCore +NAggPAgg +NAccPAcc +NSPNIC , (3.3)
where, NCore, NAgg, NAcc, NS are the number of core, aggregation, access switches, and the total
number of servers, respectively; PCore, PAgg, PAcc, PNIC are the power consumptions of an individual
core, aggregation, access switches and network interface cards, respectively.
In S2S-WiDCN, however, no core, aggregate or access layer switches are needed, but only antennas,
transceivers and NICs are required for wireless communication. The power consumption of the
wireless 60GHz transceiver is modeled based upon the assessment of emerging 60GHz transceivers
such as [9, 10]. The NICs of S2S-WiDCN are equipped with two transceivers for horizontal and
vertical communication. In the traditional DCN, external connections are established via the two
Cisco7702 switches. To provide equivalent connectivity in S2S-WiDCN, we employ two servers to
work as gateways, and their power consumption is modeled as that of the Cisco 7702 switch. The
power consumption of communication per server in S2S-WiDCN is calculated as:
PWireless = 7P60GHzTran + PWifiControl + PNIC , (3.4)
where, P60GHzTran is the power consumption of the 60GHz transceiver including the power transmit-
ted through antenna, PWifiControl is the power consumption of the 802.11 2.4/5 GHz ISM adapter
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Figure 3.13: Total power consumption of various DCN architectures.
for the control channel. We conservatively adopt P60GHzTran to be 1.7W [9, 10]. We consider
PWifiControl to be 220mW from the datasheet of D-link DWA-171 2.4GHz ISM adapter. Finally,
the total power consumption in S2S-WiDCN becomes:
PTotalWiDCN = NCorePCore +NSPWireless (3.5)
The power consumption of all the off-the-shelf switching components used in our model is shown in
Table 3.3.
Comparative Analysis of Power Consumption
We posit that the primary advantage of S2S-WiDCN is lower power consumption. To study this
more deeply, the total power consumption estimated for the typical and maximum cases for all
the DCNs is shown in Fig. 3.13. In the “typical” scenario, the average power consumption of
every device is used, while their maximum power consumption is considered in the “maximum”
scenario. For small-sized and mid-sized DCNs, the result shows eight-fold and five-fold reduction in
power consumption of S2S-WiDCN compared to the traditional fat-tree based DCN topology in the
“typical” case. The maximum improvement in power consumption is observed to be seventeen-fold
for the small-sized DCN in the “maximum” utilization scenario. The complete elimination of power-
hungry aggregate and access-layer switches contribute to this drastic reduction primarily. Since
access-level switches are needed per rack in the ToR-WiDCN, its reduction in power consumption
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.14: Separation between two adjacent transceivers (a) in horizontal lines (b) in vertical
planes.
is not as significant as that of S2S-WiDCN. Therefore, by establishing direct links between servers
S2S-WiDCN reduces the power consumption significantly compared to all the DCNs that require
higher level switches.
3.2.4 Estimate of the Overheads
Vertically adjacent servers need to have space between them to accommodate the antenna arrays at
the top of the servers. With the compact size of the antenna of only 10.5mm× 3.3mm, we envision
a separation of 30mm between the servers should be enough. As the typical height of a server is
90mm, we can reduce the vertical server density to be around 33%. In other words, this reduction
in server density can increase in rack height by 33% to accommodate the same number of servers
per rack. We anticipate that, this does not have a significant impact on infrastructure cost. In fact,
this type of server arrangement will aid in cooling by enabling better chilled air circulation around
each server.
As a narrow LoS exists between the servers communicating along the same horizontal line, the
possibility of interference with adjacent receivers decreases as the top and bottom server structures
do not allow the antenna radiation lobe to reach other vertically adjacent receivers as depicted
in Fig. 3.14(a). While multi path transmission may still be caused by diffraction around rack
structures even though non-reflective coating is used on all reflective surfaces, the narrow aperture
to establish the LoS between the antennas makes it unlikely that the multipath non-LoS signals
will have significant power. Similarly, the wireless communication in a vertical plane also does not
interfere with the wireless communication with its adjacent vertical plane as row of racks will act
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as a shield against the wireless signal of one plane interfering with a different plane as shown in
Fig. 3.14(b). Moreover, the half-angle of the main radiation lobe is narrow enough to prevent the
transmission from one vertical plane in reaching another. However, in both cases, receivers in the
LoS of an active communication cannot use the same channel to receive data from another sender.
A different OFDM channel is used in such a case to avoid interference.
3.3 Summary
The problems in current DCN’s are high design and maintenance cost, huge power consumption,
high cabling complexity, hard to keep accurate per-cable information and inefficient cooling. Power
consumption of the network equipment in the data center including the different layer switches
consumes considerable amount of power of the total power consumption of the data center. Struc-
tured cabling bundle incur significant initial effort and cost to set up and still may cause airflow
blockage. All these challenges can be overcome by using the proposed completely wireless server-
to-server DCN architecture. Adopting the S2S-WiDCN can eliminate the high power consuming
switches altogether. We observe that S2S-WiDCN provides comparable flow completion duration
and throughput to a conventional fat-tree based DCN for query/response and multimedia/video-
based applications, while reducing the power consumption by five to seventeen times.
However, S2S-WiDCN minimizes the power consumption of the network portion of the data center
but does not affect the power consumption of the servers. whereas servers consume the highest
amount of IT power in the data center. In the next chapter, we are going to discuss a server
consolidation method which can address the power consumption of the servers in a data center.
Chapter 4
Network-Aware Server Consolidation for
Wireless Data Center
In this chapter we are going to discuss a network-aware server-consolidation technique called Network-
Aware Server Consolidation (NASCon) for a S2S-WiDCN leveraging its high link diversity and
separate control channel [93]. S2S-WiDCN can reduce the power consumption of the data center
network portion, while does not affect the power consumption of the servers in the data center.
On the contrary, with NASCon, the overall power consumption of the servers in a data center
can drastically be reduced. We observed that up to 37% power reduction can be achieved if the
NASCon algorithm is used with a S2S-WiDCN network. NASCon server consolidation consumes
only 2.83% more power compared to optimal consolidation technique with exhaustive search but is
far less computationally expensive. Moreover, being network bandwidth-aware, NASCon does not
adversely affect the network performance of the data center whereas for higher bandwidth demand-
ing network, the exhaustive search based consolidation results in degradation in the performance of
the network. Because of multiple direction antenna arrays per server in S2S-WiDCN, multiple links
per servers exists which can be leveraged by the NASCon consolidation to achieve higher perfor-
mance after consolidation compared to conventional hierarchical architectures. On the other hand,
in order to achieve scalability for the proposed server consolidation algorithm we adopt a divide
and conquer mechanism involving clustering the data center into sub-networks of highly communi-
cating servers. While network-aware server consolidation algorithms utilize this clustering as a first
step [49] practical realization of data center-wide clustering requires maintenance of dynamically
updated global communication and computation status of servers. This generally involves trans-
fer of status updates across the DCN, potentially overloading the already oversubscribed network
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and/or resulting in unpredictable latencies in the exchange of such status information, thereby lim-
iting the efficiency and frequency of performing server consolidation [94, 95, 96]. In the proposed
NASCon algorithm we leverage the separate control channel available in S2S-WiDCN for sharing
the clustering related status updates across all the servers for dynamic clustering without the need
of overloading the DCN links between servers.
While consolidating tasks can reduce the power consumption of data centers, due to the arrival of
new tasks and completion of existing tasks, the consolidated utilization profile of the servers may
change adversely affecting the power consumption over time. Hence, the NASCon consolidation
algorithm should be repeated periodically. In this chapter, we have also proposed a method to
find the optimal inter-consolidation time for a wireless data center and derive a mathematical
formulation to estimate the optimal inter-consolidation time. This will enable optimally scheduling
consolidation in a data center without the need for extensive simulations and measurements to
achieve the optimality enabling real-time implementation of the consolidation after optimal intervals.
The novel contributions of this chapter are:
• We designed a bandwidth constrained network aware server consolidation heuristic named
Network-Aware Server Consolidation (NASCon). The proposed NASCon heuristics takes
advantage of the two distinctive features of the S2S-WiDCN namely, high link diversity for
each server and existence of a separate physical plane for achieving predictable latency in
exchanging control information to reduce computational complexity of the heuristics.
• We compared the performance of the S2S-WiDCN with the NASCon algorithm with respect
to a traditional fat-tree based wired network.
• Proposed NASCon can reduce the power consumption of S2S-WiDCN data center almost
similar to consolidation based on exhaustive search while being much less computationally
intensive. Moreover, NASCon does not adversely affect the network level performance of the
DCN after the consolidation operation.
• We derived a mathematical model to identify the optimal inter-consolidation time. The model
is validated through extensive simulations.
• We evaluate the performance of the NASCon algorithm with high bandwidth future data
center networks for both wired and wireless networks.
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4.1 Network Aware Server Consolidation
Server consolidation is a process where VMs running in one server are relocated to one or more
different servers. However, as discussed earlier we propose a network-aware consolidation approach
which takes into account the dense link diversity of the 60GHz S2S-WiDCN architecture along with
the traffic interaction between the VMs running on the servers. In order for the VM migration
approach to be network or traffic-aware, we first need to understand the nature of traffic interaction
over the data center network.
4.1.1 Traffic Pattern Model
The traffic pattern in a data center network can be modeled in terms of multiple parameters such as
flow arrival rates, flow injection rates, flow sizes, flow completion time and proportion of inter-rack
and intra-rack flows [86]. In the S2S-WiDCN, there are six separate directional antenna arrays
in the vertical plane of the server, and another one array on the top of the server. Therefore,
seven simultaneous links from a server can co-exist at the same time.We represent the number of
possible simultaneous links per server as θ. Let F be a vector whose elements are the number of
existing flows along each sector determined from the number of flows existing in each server based
on their destinations and the routing protocol. Let f denote the traffic flow rate. It is to be noted,
that the flow rate f , has a Gaussian distribution [85, 86]. Therefore, to support 99.86% (one-sided
z-distribution) of the flow rates, the required channel throughput should be
r = f3σF , (4.1)
where elements of the vector r, are the required channel throughput in each of the sectors and f3σ
is the value of the flow rate which is three standard deviations higher than the mean. For the S2S-
WiDCN, to accommodate multiple channel access, a single 60GHz IEEE802.11ad link is subdivided
into nOFDM separate OFDM channels. Therefore, the bandwidth of each OFDM channel is given
by,
BOFDM = B60GHZ/nOFDM, (4.2)
where B60GHZ is the bandwidth of the single physical channel. Therefore, to reduce the adverse
effect of server consolidation on network performance, the following inequality must be satisfied for
all wireless links or sectors from each server in the S2S-WiDCN,
rx < BOFDM ∀ x, (4.3)
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where rx is an element of r. If the inequality in (4.3) cannot be satisfied due to high flow rates,
consolidation will result in worsening of data center network performance as discussed in the results.
Moreover, it has been observed from the measurement of a variety of data centers in [85], a large
proportion of the server-to-server traffic flows, up to 80%, are intra-rack, meaning between servers
in the same rack. Only a small remaining proportion of about 20% is inter-rack, or between servers
in different racks. Therefore, to reduce the effective load on the network while consolidation, VMs
that communicate more often should be migrated into the same physical server. Hence, in addition
to reducing server underutilization, co-location of highly communicating VMs is also a desirable
goal as it will reduce both power consumption and network traffic. This way, in our algorithm, we
considered both the inequality of (4.3) and the proportion of inter and intra-rack traffic to make it
network-aware.
4.1.2 The Network-Aware Consolidation Algorithm
The primary goal for consolidation is to reduce the total power consumption by reducing the number
of active servers as well as network utilization. The underlying assumption is that the computational
requirement for every VM running in the data center and the injection rates of every flow from each
VM is known and readily available. In a single server, multiple VMs can run at a single instance.
However, during the server consolidation, we considered all the VMs running as a single entity,
meaning if migration is possible, all the VMs running on the server would be migrated to the new
physical server for consolidation. The migrations happen in online mode following live migration
[48]. While this will reduce the granularity of the consolidation, it is a more scalable approach
suitable for large data centers with thousands of servers. Moreover, the task-level granularity for
a network-aware consolidation requires the knowledge of traffic flow per task, which is difficult to
model, predict or access in large data centers. Data center traffic rates are modeled usually among
entire servers [86] limiting us to design consolidation algorithms at a server-level granularity.
We assume that every server has the same computational capacity and VMs running on a server
utilizes a variable percent, collectively which can be represented by u. Let us assume that the
maximum permissible utilization, without any significant degradation in performance or violation
of legal contracts of any server, is Du. Du is a manufacturer specified parameter and can vary
from model to model. The pseudo code for implementing the NASCon is shown in Algorithm
4.1. At first, all the servers running in the data center are divided into smaller clusters, such
that servers within a cluster have a large number of flows exchanged among themselves, whereas
servers in different clusters have a much smaller number of flows exchanged among them. Such a
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Algorithm 4.1 Algorithm for NASCon
Input: Set of servers, S = {s1, s2, ..., sN}; Server utilizations, u = [ u1, u2, ..., uN ]T ∈ Rn+; Flow
injection rate R = [r1, r2, ..., rN ] ∈ Rθ×N+ ; Communication cost Ψ = { ψ(i, j)} ∈ RN×N+
Output: Utilization profile u after NASCon Consolidation
1: Clustering:
2: {S1, S2, ..., Sk} ∈ S ← Graph-partition(S,Ψ) . Kernighan-Lin
3: for m = 1 to k do
4: Sm ← sort (Sm) . ascending order of server utilization u
5: for i = 1 to size (Sm)− 1 do . loop for migrating server
6: for j = size (Sm) to i+ 1 do . loop for destination server
7: ũ = ui + uj
8: r̃ = ri + rj
9: if (ũ < Du and ∀ x ∈ {1, 2, ..., θ} r̃x < BOFDM) then
10: Migrate (si, sj) . si is the i-th entry of the sorted Sm





clustering places highly communicating servers in the same cluster. This intra-cluster consolidation
reduces the communication among these highly communicating servers. This clustering is a Graph
Partitioning Problem, which is to partition graph vertices into disjoint groups with minimum edge
cut cost. Kernighan− Lin algorithm [97] is adopted for the graph-partitioning tasks in our work.
Here we treat servers as vertices and the number of flows going outside of server as edge costs.
After the partitioning, all the servers in each cluster are sorted according to their utilization u. The
outer loop (line 5 in Algorithm 4.1) in the proposed algorithm choose the candidate to migrate
in the ascending order of utilization starting with the least utilized one. The inner loop (line 6
in Algorithm 4.1) choose the destination to migrate in the descending order of utilization starting
with the most utilized one. If the sum of utilization of the candidates to migrate and the potential
destination is less than Du and each element of the vector sum of their required injection rates is
less than the channel throughput per OFDM channel, the candidate is migrated to the destination.
Due to the link diversity and density of the wireless OFDM channels this constraint results in much
higher consolidation than for a wired conventional DCN. Therefore, this step with the network-
aware constraint results in higher consolidation in case of the S2S-WiDCN due to incorporating this
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Algorithm 4.2 Migration Function
Input: Source and destination server for migration
Output: Updated utilization profile u after single migration
1: function Migrate(server a, server b)
2: b← VMs running on a
3: ub = ua + ub
4: rb = ra + rb
5: a→ PowerNap state
6: ua = 0
7: ra = 0
8: end function
constraint in this manner in the NASCon algorithm. This flow rate related condition for migration
is informed by our traffic model related constraint in (4.3). After a successful migration, the inner
loop is broken out of, to choose the next server in the outer loop for potential migration. If either of
the two conditions fails, the inner loop continues till the list of servers for the potential destination
is exhausted. For each completion of the inner loop, the outer loop progresses to next candidate for
migration.
The necessary steps of the migration function (Migrate) used in the pseudo code of NASCon Algo-
rithm 4.1 are shown in Algorithm 4.2. The function migrates server a to server b. At first, all the
VMs running in migrating server a is migrated in the destination server b. So the utilization of the
destination server increases which is the summation of the utilization of both the servers. Vector
rb is updated based on all the flows running on server b post migration. After successful migration,
server a is put into the PowerNap state [98] having zero utilization. In the PowerNap state, most
of the components of the server are powered down except the network interface card (NIC), the
wireless transceivers and a small portion of the CPU to get the signal for waking up when required.
The NASCon algorithm is illustrated with a few examples of migration attempts in Fig. 4.1. State
0 represents the state where the servers are already sorted according to their utilization prior to
migration within a single cluster with the lowest utilization on the top. In step 1, the least utilized
server s1 tries to migrate to the most utilized server st in that cluster. If all the conditions of
migration are satisfied and the migration is successful (represented with the top/green arrow), the
algorithm tries to migrate the next least utilized server s2 to the most utilized server in the next
step, step 2. On the contrary, if the prior migration failed in step 1 (represented by bottom/red
arrow), the algorithm tries to migrate s1 into the next most utilized server st−1 in step 2. This
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Figure 4.1: Bandwidth constrained consolidation in a single rack. The blue arrows show the next
attempt of migration. Pink marks a failure while migration. Green denotes successful migration.
migration attempt can again be either successful (top in state 2) or failure (bottom in state 2).
On a successful migration attempt in state 2, step 3 will attempt to migrate the next least utilized
server s2, to server st again. On the other hand, if the attempt fails, the same s1 is attempted
to migrate to the next server in the list, st−2. A similar process continues until the migration is
attempted for all servers in the list. The same is done for all the clusters.
4.1.3 Complexity Analysis
The complexity of server consolidation over the entire data center to provide the optimal solution
using exhaustive search method is O(NN ) where N is the total number of servers in the entire data
center. This is because N set of VMs can be potential candidates for migration to N servers in N
ways. Therefore, each of N set of VMs has N options for potential migrations and for each of the
N such scenarios the other sets of VMs also have all N options to create each possible migration
scenario. However, this complexity is too high even for moderately large data centers. Therefore,
we compare our proposed NASCon consolidation algorithm with the Clustered Exhaustive Search
(CES) algorithm, which finds the optimal migration within each cluster using the exhaustive search.
We have adopted the Kernighan − Lin algorithm to do the clustering in the beginning of the
NASCon consolidation. If all the servers are equiprobable to have links between themselves, the
computational complexity becomes O(N2 logN) [97]. If the average number of servers in a cluster is
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Figure 4.2: Timeline of consolidation operations.
n and if the number of the clusters formed is m, the computational complexity of the CES algorithm
after clustering is O(mnn) and is an np-hard problem. With the clustering, the complexity of the
CES algorithm is O(N2 logN + mnn). On the contrary, for the NASCon algorithm, inside each
cluster, the servers are sorted according to their utilization having a complexity of O(n log n) using
merge sort [99]. Next, the two loops for finding the source and destination of the migration has
the complexity of O(n2) in the worst case. So the overall complexity of NASCon for all m clusters
becomes O(N2 logN+mn log n+mn2). Therefore, NASCon has a much lower complexity compared
to the overall exhaustive search algorithm. As the clustering is similar in both CES and NASCon, the
difference in their complexity comes from the mechanism of determining candidates for migration.
The complexity of NASCon after clustering is O(mn log n + mn2) ≈ O(mn2) which, is lower than
that of the CES after clustering.
4.1.4 Optimizing the Inter-Consolidation Time
Due to the arrival of new tasks and completion of existing tasks, the consolidated utilization profile
of the servers may change over time. Therefore, the power consumption of the data center may
be adversely affected over time. Hence, the NASCon consolidation algorithm should be repeated
periodically. Repeating the consolidation too often might not reduce the total power consumption
enough to justify the additional network traffic introduced as a result of the consolidation. On the
contrary, delaying the consolidation can adversely affect the potential opportunity to save power.
Hence, to determine the optimal time interval between two consecutive consolidations, an appro-
priate cost function, to capture the trade-off between power savings and network traffic is required.
We define the expected value of the time-dependant cost function C(t) for inter consolidation time
interval as
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C(t) = κE[A(t)]− E[B(t)], (4.4)
where A(t) is migration cost related to the network traffic which represents the total traffic movement
for the consolidation operation, B(t) is the total power saving due to the consolidation, t represents
the time interval between two consecutive consolidation operation, and κ is a scaling constant which
captures the relative significance of network traffic and power savings. E[·] represents the expected
value and is necessary as random task arrivals and completion make A(t) and B(t) random processes.





Fig. 4.2 represents the timeline for the consolidation operation which shows two consecutive con-
solidation operations. u denotes the utilization profile of all the servers in the data center, where
u = [u1, u2, ...uN ]
T ∈ RN+ if N is the total number of servers in the data center. At time t0, when
the utilization profile is u0, first consolidation operation takes place, and immediately after the
consolidation, at time t1, the utilization profile of the servers becomes u1. After t seconds at t2
the utilization profile of the servers becomes u2 and a second consolidation is carried out which is
completed at t3 with a final utilization profile of u3. Hence, it can be written that, u1 = Γ (u0) and
u3 = Γ (u2), where Γ represents the consolidation operation. Furthermore, it holds that,
u2 = u1 + δt, (4.6)
where [δ]i is the task increase rate. A(t) is directly related to the amount of traffic transferred
through the network for the migration. If the average size of traffic per migration is ν, then A(t)
can be represented by,
A(t) = ν
(
‖u1 + δt‖0 − ‖Γ(u1 + δt)‖0
)
, (4.7)
where ‖·‖0 represents the `0-norm and returns the number of non-zero entries of its vector argument
that is the total number of active servers. Therefore the difference between the `0-norms capture
the total number of VMs migrating as a result of the consolidation.
Let, η0, η1, η2(t), and η3(t) represent the number of idle servers at time t0, t1, t2, and t3, respectively,
where
η0 = N − ‖u0‖0,
η1 = N − ‖Γ(u0)‖0,
η2(t) = N − ‖u1 + δt‖0,
η3(t) = N − ‖Γ(u1 + δt)‖0,
(4.8)
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and N is the total number of servers in the data center. Hence, from (4.7) and (4.8), the expected






If the aggregate load running across the data center remains approximately constant between two
consolidations, the expected number of idle servers after any consolidation operation will be similar,
i.e. η1 ≈ η3(t) and does not depend on t. This assumption especially is valid when the granularity
of the tasks are small compared to the capacity of an individual server. Hence, the expected value






On the other hand, the expected value of B(t) can be estimated as
E[B(t)] =Pidleη2(t) + P.‖u1‖1 + (N − η2(t))P0 − Pidleη1 − P.‖u2‖1 − (N − η1)P0. (4.11)
Here, Pidle is the power consumption per server in the PowerNap mode and P0 represents the power
consumption per server just after waking up from the PowerNap mode. P is the slope of linear
regime of the power profile of the server as shown in Fig. 4.3. ‖·‖1 represents the `1-norm and
returns the sum of the utilization of all the active servers.
As the aggregate load across the data center is approximately constant over time, the total utilization
of all active servers is approximately constant. Moreover, as the power consumption of the active
servers is almost a linear function, it can be estimated that, ‖u1‖1 ≈ ‖u2‖1. Hence, equation (4.11)




















Here K = Pidle − P0 is a constant with respect to t. Combining equations (4.4), (4.10) and (4.12),
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where K ′ = (κν + K) is a constant with respect to t. Thus to estimate t that minimizes the cost,
we have to find the t that minimizes η2(t), though η2(t) is not known. Below we present a model
for approximate η2(t).
To approximate η2(t), we consider that the servers follow the model of M/M/1 queuing pro-
cesses [100], where λ and µ represent the new task arrival rate and task finishing rate per server,
respectively. Hence, if a server initially has a utilization i, then t seconds later it will have utilization
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)2m+k represents the modified Bessel function
of the first kind of k-th order [100]. This model is valid only for λ < µ, which is essentially true for
sustenance of data centers of interest. The probability that a node becomes idle at time t can be
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where [N ] = {1, 2, 3, ...., N} and J is all the possible realizations of l idle nodes. In view of (4.16)
and (4.13), the inter consolidation cost can be approximated as
Cmodel(t) =
(
η1 − ηmodel2 (t)
)













(1− pi(m)0 (t)) (4.17)
Cmodel(t) in (4.17), can be calculated for any t, since pi0(t) is known for any t. Thus optimal






where G is a finite-length fixed-step grid in R. From this mathematical model, the optimal inter-
consolidation time can be estimated without the need of thousands of simulations involving different
random utilization profile of servers. The accuracy of the mathematical model is verified with a
Monte-Carlo simulation in section 4.2.5. We have also compared the time required to compute the
optimal consolidation time from both Monte-Carlo simulation and from (4.18) in Section 4.2.6.
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4.2 Modeling, Results and Analysis
In this section, we discuss modeling, results and corresponding analysis of the proposed server con-
solidation method in a wireless data center. We first compare the performance of the proposed
NASCon server consolidation algorithm with that of CES in terms of reduction of server power con-
sumption in the data center. Next, we evaluate the network-level performance with the consolidation
algorithm in a data center with both wired and wireless architecture with network-level simulations.
Before presenting and analyzing the results we describe the data center traffic generation procedure
and simulation platform in next subsections.
4.2.1 Data Center Traffic Generation
The NASCon algorithm is evaluated with a set of traffic flows based on application demands.
Real data center traffic for different classes of data centers such as educational (small), private
(medium) and corporate (large), running typical query/search type applications like map-reduce
and index-search are measured in [85]. Using these measured traffic flows, a Poisson shot-noise
based model to synthesize data center traffic is proposed and verified in [86]. According to [86], the
new flow arrival time, the flow duration and the injection rate for each application follow a Poisson,
Pareto and, Gaussian distribution respectively. The new flow arrival time is generated using a
Poisson distribution with an average flow arrival rate. The average flow arrival rate is considered
to be 1000 flows/second for the small-sized DCN [85]. In our evaluations, we have considered a
Gaussian distribution for the injection rate to have a mean of 8.0kbps as the base case for the
simulation. Application flow duration is generated following an independent Pareto distribution
having a minimum duration of 10 microseconds [85] and a mean of 1 second. We then increased
the average injection rates in an incremental basis to 8Mbps, 100Mbps, 400Mbps, and 650Mbps
and regenerated new traffic which represents different types of multimedia traffic and repeat the
simulations.
4.2.2 Simulation Platform
We use the Network Simulator-3 (NS-3) suite [84] to evaluate the performance of NASCon for
both wired fat-tree and wireless S2S-WiDCN networks. NS-3 supports the characteristics of wire-
less propagation as well as network-level communications. It is important to simulate both the
propagation and network-level communication characteristics accurately in order to obtain credible
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performance results. A modified version of NS-3 extended with features of wireless data center
including the 60GHz band and the IEEE802.11ad standard as discussed in [12] was used for this
simulation. This extension incorporates interference modeling, bit error rates, and directional an-
tenna modeling. The accuracy of these parameters is verified with physical layer measurements
of prototype 60GHz hardware [12]. Additionally, we introduce criteria for wireless link selection
to enable many concurrent links and modify the IEEE802.11ad physical layer to allow multiple
OFDM channels. This simulation platform is used to evaluate the S2S-WiDCN with and without
consolidation and compare it with the fat-tree wired DCN. For the fat-tree based wired data center
architecture, we have considered 1.0Gbps links between servers to access switches and 40.0Gbps
upper-layer links. We have compared the performance of the NASCon consolidation algorithm for
S2S-WiDCN with traditional wired fat-tree based DCN. One of the limitation of the simulation
platform is that, the migration cost for consolidation is not included in the performance analysis.
Moreover, the computation power and time required to perform a full network level analysis of
medium to large scale data center in NS-3 becomes impractically high. Hence we have considered
a small data center consisting of 800 servers arranged in a 20× 8 array of racks as [77].
Each of the rack houses 5 servers and occupies an area of 0.6m× 0.9m and is 2m high. There are
10 racks arranged in a single row and two columns of 8 rows, totaling 160 racks. In our simulations,
the racks are assumed to be without any front or back door. In the traditional wired fat-tree based
DCN, we have considered the same number of servers arranged in same layout as S2S-WiDCN. We
have considered 3 hierarchical network layers consisting of 160 access, 2 aggregate, and 2 core layer
switches, where each rack having an access layer switch.
4.2.3 Power Consumption Analysis
In this section, we evaluate the power consumption and efficiency improvement by implementing
NASCon for S2S-WiDCN, and wired data center. We also compare the results with the CES
algorithm. We discuss the model and parameters used in power estimation followed by the results.
Power Model
It is not a straightforward task to estimate the actual electrical power consumed by a data center.
The power consumption depends on several internal factors such as utilization of computing power,
the cooling mechanism, and data center networks. Data center power consumption is also affected
by external parameters like the geographical location, weather, temperature, and humidity. The
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Figure 4.3: Power profile varying utilization of PowerEdge C5220 server.
total IT power consumption of a data center, PIT consists of power consumption of the servers
(PServer) and network component (PNetwork) of the data center. Hence,
PIT = PServers + PNetwork. (4.19)
A major portion of PIT comes from PServers [2] [15]. However, the power consumption of servers
varies significantly with the change in CPU utilization [98]. If the utilization of i-th server is denoted
by ui, the Power consumption of that server can be given by PServer(ui), where the dependence of




Pserver(ui) + Pnetwork. (4.20)
For the power analysis, we used the power profile of Dell Inc. PowerEdgeC5220 (IntelXeonE3−
1265LV 2) servers. Power consumption at different server utilization is modeled from the measure-
ment done by the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation’s SPECpower_ssj2008 database
for the same server [101]. To keep the power model simple we did not consider any dynamic voltage-
frequency adjustment for the servers during the operation. But in addition to the above power model
for the server, we have considered an idle server to be placed in the PowerNap state [98] with min-
imal power consumption. The power profile of a server against different utilization is shown in Fig.
4.3. Although compared to the server power, the power consumption of the network of a data center
is small, but it is not negligible [2]. One of the issue with the networking equipment is that they
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Figure 4.4: IT Power consumption comparison of different architecture for (a) no consolidation
(NC) (b) clustered exhaustive search (CES) (c) Greedy approach base consolidation (GRD) and
(d) Network-Aware Server Consolidation (NASCon). The arrows denote the power saving due to
NASCon.
are needed to be turned on all the time. The static power portion of the networking equipment
dominates the total power consumed by the network [102]. The main contributing factors for this
dominance of the static power are the fixed overheads such as fans, switch chips, and transceivers
which waste power at low loads. In [102], it has been shown that for a network switch, only eight
percent power reduces during full load to no load transition. Moreover, for the wired network,
upper-level switches experience a similar amount of traffic before and after the consolidation as
majority of the flows remains inside of the rack. For this reason, we neglected the change in net-
working power equipment due to the variation in injection rate or throughput. We estimate power
consumption for wired DCNs using commercially available data from Cisco network switches [103]
and Silicom network interface cards (NIC) [92]. The power consumption of each device used in the
network is shown in table. 3.3. The total network power is




























Average injection rate (kbps)
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Figure 4.5: Average throughput for different data center architecture with NC, CES, GRD and
NASCon consolidation normalized with flow injection rate.
PNetwork = NCorePCore +NAggPAgg +NAccPAcc +NPNIC (4.21)
where NCore, NAgg, NAcc, N are the number of core, aggregation, access switches, and the total
number of servers, respectively; PCore, PAgg, PAcc, PNIC are the power consumption of an individ-
ual core, aggregation, access switches, and network interface cards, respectively. In S2S-WiDCN,
however, no core, aggregate or access layer switches are needed, but only antennas, transceivers
and NICs are required for wireless communication. The power consumption of the wireless 60GHz
transceiver is modeled based upon the assessment of 60GHz transceivers [104]. The NICs of S2S-
WiDCN are equipped with transceivers for horizontal and vertical communication. In the traditional
DCN, external connections are established via the two Cisco 7702 switches. To provide equivalent
connectivity in S2S-WiDCN, we employ two servers to work as gateways, and their power consump-
tion is modeled as that of the Cisco 7702 switch. The power consumption for communication per
server in S2S-WiDCN is calculated as:
PWireless = 7P60GHzTran + PWifiCntrl + PNIC , (4.22)
where P60GHzTran is the power consumption of a single 60GHz transceiver required for each of the
6 sectors and the horizontal link and PWifiCntrl is the power consumption of the IEEE802.11 2.4/5
GHz ISM adapter for the control channel. Finally, total power consumption in S2S-WiDCN is:
PNetwork(WiDCN) = NCorePCore +N.PWireless. (4.23)
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Comparative Analysis of Power Consumption
The main advantage in power savings due to the server consolidation in the S2S-WiDCN is presented
in this section. The IT power consumption of wired and S2S-WiDCN data centers with different
consolidation methods including the NASCon algorithm with variation in the flow injection rate
are shown in Fig. 4.4. Fig. 4.4(a) represents the power consumption of the data center with
no consolidation (NC) while Fig. 4.4(d) represents NASCon. The figure also contains the power
consumption pattern if CES algorithm is adopted instead of NASCon in Fig. 4.4(b). For the sake
of comparison, we also simulate a network-unaware greedy approach based consolidation (GRD)
similar to NICE [49] and the power consumption pattern is shown in Fig. 4.4(c). For both wired
and wireless networks, at lower injection rates, all the consolidation techniques perform similarly
and results in significant power reduction compared to NC. CES consumes the least power as it is
an exhaustive search technique which is computationally impractical as discussed in Section 4.1.3.
NASCon consumes only 2.83% more power than CES while being significantly computationally
efficient and having better DCN performance which is discussed later in Section 4.2.4. From our
analysis we observers that NASCon for S2S-WiDCN reduces about 37% of IT power consumption
compared to NC case.
For higher injection rates, CES and GRD consumes significant less amount of server power compared
to NASCon for wired networks. This is because the CES and GRD are not network bandwidth-
aware, resulting in more aggressive consolidation compared to NASCon. Therefore, this difference
becomes more apparent with increase in flow injection rates. However, this reduction of power
comes at the cost of the lower throughput because the CES and GRD algorithms do not consider
the network traffic characteristics. This impact on performance is discussed in details in Section
4.2.4.
For S2S-WiDCN network, the benefit of the NASCon consolidation becomes prominent compared
to CES and GRD. As being unaware of the network characteristics, for CES and GRD power
consumption remains same. Hence, at higher injection rate, CES and GRD consumes less power
compared to NASCon. However, this reduction of power comes at the cost of lower throughput as
CES and GRD algorithms do not consider the network traffic characteristics while consolidation.
However, the increase in power consumption in NASCon for S2S-WiDCN is not as drastic as in
the case of wired data center. This is demonstrated by the trend arrows in Fig. 4.4(d). At high
injection rate of 650Mbps for S2S-WiDCN, NASCon consumes higher power compared to CES
similar to low injections, while having significantly better network performance. This is because, in
the S2S-WiDCN architecture, a server has the potential to sustain a maximum of seven simultaneous
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Figure 4.6: Average flow completion time for different data center architecture with NC, CES, GRD
and NASCon consolidation normalized with flow injection duration.
links at a time with other servers in its vertical plane and horizontal line. On the contrary, in the
wired architecture, there exists only one link per server albeit, of higher bandwidth. As a result,
for the wired DCN with NASCon, many of the VM migration attempts fail due to the violation of
the inequality of (4.3) compared to the S2S-WiDCN. This suggests that the network-aware server
consolidation, NASCon is more effective on S2S-WiDCN.
4.2.4 Performance
Here we present the network-level performance of the S2S-WiDCN with NASCon along with a com-
parative analysis with respect to wired fat-tree DCNs in terms of throughput and flow completion
duration.
Throughput
The throughput is defined as the average rate of bit transferred per second over the DCN. The
normalized throughput of both S2S-WiDCN and fat-tree architecture for different injection rates at
NC, CES, GRD and NASCon consolidation are shown in Fig. 4.5. Normalized throughput is defined
as the ratio of the average throughput achieved and average injection rate. For NC, although it is
seen that for lower injection rate both S2S-WiDCN and fat-tree network shows similar throughput,
but for both the networks, the achieved throughput starts to decrease as the average injection
rate goes beyond 100Mbps. However, degradation is different for wired and wireless DCNs. The
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Figure 4.7: Consolidation cost measured from Monte Carlo simulation with respect to inter-
consolidation time.
throughput reduces more for the wireless DCN than the wired counterpart for higher injection
rates due to the lower physical bandwidth available per channel for the wireless links of 0.563Gbps
compared to 1.0Gbps for the wires. Further, from Fig. 4.5, it can be seen that, for the lower
injection rates, there is no significant difference in achieved throughput with NASCon consolidation
for both wired and wireless data centers. These throughputs are also similar compared to that
NC case. However, for higher injection rates beyond 100Mbps, for both S2S-WiDCN and fat-tree
network, achieved throughput increases compared to the NC. The main contributing factor is that,
due to the VM migrations, in many cases, both source and destination of flows end up in a same
physical server. Therefore, these flows are effectively eliminated from the network, which ultimately
increases the average throughput of the entire network compared to NC.
On the other hand, instead of NASCon, if CES or GRD consolidation is implemented, at lower
injection rates, there is no significant difference in achieved throughput for both S2S-WiDCN and
fat-tree networks compared to NASCon. For the higher injection rates beyond 100Mbps, the perfor-
mance of the wireless networks improves compared to NC, but not as good as NASCon. However,
the performance of the wired network degrades with the incorporation of CES or GRD consolidation
algorithm. This contrasting behavior is mainly due to the number of channels available in different
architectures. Due to all flows in the wired data center being channelized over the same link, the
aggregate flow rate after CES or GED exceeds the physical link bandwidth violating (4.3). This
causes degradation in throughput. On the contrary, in the S2S-WiDCN, due to the presence of
multiple vertical sectors and the horizontal link a relatively larger number of flows will not violate
(4.3) resulting in better performance compared to the wired data center.
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Figure 4.8: Consolidation cost estimated from mathematical model with respect to inter-
consolidation time.
Flow Completion Duration
The normalized flow completion duration for both S2S-WiDCN and fat-tree DCNs for NC, CES,
GRD and NASCon consolidation are shown in Fig. 4.6. We observe a similar trend like throughput
for all the consolidations. For lower injection rate, the average flow completion time for the wired and
wireless network are very similar. The average beam-steering latency is 266µs for exchange of control
information over the control plane is considered while computing the flow completion duration of
S2S-WiDCN. The difference in completion time is observed mainly when the average injection rate
is higher than 100Mbps representing the multimedia type of traffic. NASCon algorithm outperforms
all other techniques. With the NASCon algorithm, after consolidation, the normalized completion
time for both S2S-WiDCN and wired network are improved compared to NC similar to throughput.
From Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6 it can be inferred that the impact of network-aware NASCon on network-
level performance is positive for both wired and wireless DCNs. Therefore, the NASCon algorithm
can improve both power consumption and network-level performance for both wired and wireless
DCNs.
4.2.5 Accuracy of Inter-Consolidation Time Modeling
In this section, the inter-consolidation time for the NASCon algorithm is analyzed and the accu-
racy of the mathematical estimation of inter-consolidation time is evaluated. The expected inter
consolidation cost estimated from (4.13) is shown in Fig. 4.8 for a small data center consisting of
800 servers as discussed in 4.2.2.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of (a) optimal inter-consolidation time (b) actual cost at optimal point
from model with actual measurement at different ρ.
To verify the mathematical model for cost of consolidation (4.13), we ran a Monte Carlo simulation
for each ρ for three hundred times and calculated the value of the cost function. For these cases,
the values for η1, ν, κ considered here are, 200, 1000 and 1 respectively.
The average of the simulated values from different run for each ρ are shown in Fig. 4.7. The
cost estimates in this method relies on many repetitive simulations and is highly computationally
expensive as each of simulation at particular ρ and t was repeated at least thousand times to find
the expected cost using Monte Carlo method. On the contrary, using (4.13) the cost and optimal
inter-consolidation time can be approximated much faster. The optimal inter-consolidation time for
different ρ identified from both methods are shown in Fig. 4.9(a). It is observed that for lower values
of ρ, (ρ ≤ 0.55) the optimal inter-consolidation time estimated from the mathematical equation
closely approximates the measured value from the Monte Carlo simulation. On the contrary, for
higher values of ρ, the optimal inter-consolidation time estimated from the mathematical analysis
deviates from the value measured through simulations. However, at higher ρ, absolute value of the
cost is less sensitive to the inter-consolidation time which can be observed from Fig 4.9(b) which
shows the measured cost at the optimal inter consolidation time obtained from the mathematical
model. This shows that although at higher ρ the inter-consolidation time suggested by the model
may deviate from the actual optimal interval, the actual cost incurred at this non-optimal interval is
not much different compared to that at the optimal interval. Hence the optimal inter-consolidation
time can be estimated reasonably accurately from the mathematical form.
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Table 4.1: Computational Time for Determining Optimal Inter-Consolidation Time
ρ value Computational time required
for Monte-Carlo simulation
(seconds)








4.2.6 Computation Time of Inter-Consolidation Time
In this section we compare the computation time required to determine the optimal inter-consolidation
time from the proposed model with the inter-consolidation time determined from Monte-Carlo sim-
ulation. To obtain consistent values, Monte-Carlo simulation were run for one thousand cycles.
We used MATLAB R2018b in a workstation having Intel Core i7-7800X with 3.50GHz with 16GB
memory in Windows 10 OS to do both the calculations and the results are shown in Table. 4.1
From the table it is observed that identifying the inter-consolidation time from the model achieves a
speedup of over 1000× compared to the Monte-Carlo simulations. Therefore, the model can be used
in real-time in the data center in conjunction with the scalable NASCon heuristics to determine the
inter-consolidation time and perform the consolidation periodically.
4.2.7 Consolidation for High-Bandwidth Networks
In recent wired data center architecture, 40Gbps links are becoming more common [105]. Use
of optical fibers and advanced switching technologies are responsible for the design of such hi-
fidelity data center networks. Although, originally the S2S-WiDCN [77] was proposed using the
60GHz mmWave channel, with 6.67Gbps bandwidth capacity per channel, it is to be noted that
the channel capacity is likely to increase in the near future. In fact, in recent works [106], it
is showed that by adapting IEEE802.13.3d standard for THz communications, 100Gbps wireless
links are possible and can be used in data center communication. In this section, we analyze the
performance of NASCon consolidation mechanism in these high capacity wired and wireless DCNs.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of NASCon and CES consolidation on both wires and wireless network
for high bandwidth network data centers with average injection rate of 650Mbps (a) normalized
throughput (b) normalized flow completion time (c) total power consumption.
For this comparison, the traffic used had an average injection rate following a Gaussian distribution
having the mean of 650Mbps representing high-fidelity video/multimedia applications, which will be
one of the dominant applications in the future. For the wireless channels, each 100Gbps channel is
assumed to be subdivided into twelve OFDM channels each having 8.33Gbps capacity. For the wired
data center, 10Gbps links are considered between servers and access layer switches and 40Gbps links
between upper layer switches.
The comparative results for these simulations are shown in Fig. 4.10. It can be seen that with
the use of emerging THz wireless communication, the networking bottleneck is not seen at higher
injection rates, and wireless network performs equally well as wired network for NC, CES as well as
the NASCon approach. This is because due to the much higher physical channel capacities (4.3) is
not violated very often with consolidation. As seen in Fig. 4.10(c) Due to similar behavior in the
wired and wireless networks for both consolidation methods, the reduction in power consumption
achieved is also identical as the network-awareness does not alter the outcome of the consolidation
unlike previously. However, this scenario may change and the trends observed in the previous
experiments could repeat if applications have even higher flow rates than considered here.
4.3 Conclusions
The power consumption of the data center can be drastically reduced by adopting S2S-WiDCN
network architecture with NASCon server consolidation algorithm. Although NASCon server con-
solidation consumes 2.83% more power compared to CES consolidation technique which involves
exhaustive search, it is far less computationally intensive and suitable for real time operation. More-
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over, being network bandwidth-aware, NASCon does not adversely affect the network performance
of the data center whereas for higher bandwidth demanding network, CES can degrade the per-
formance of the network. The network-aware constraint results in higher consolidation in case of
the S2S-WiDCN due to the higher link density and diversity compared to conventional DCNs. Due
to the arrival of new tasks and completion of existing tasks, the consolidated utilization profile
of the servers have a potential to drift from the optimal profile, which ultimately can adversely
affect the overall power consumption over time. To overcome this, NASCon algorithm needs to be
executed periodically. We propose mathematical model to estimate the optimal inter-consolidation
time. Using this mathematical model, data center resource management unit can schedule NASCon
consolidation operation in real time and leverage the benefits of server consolidation.
Chapter 5
Security Vulnerabilities of Server-Centric
Wireless Data Centers
Due to the adoption of the upcoming 5G technology and network densification, the number of small
data centers will rise exponentially in the next few years [107] and S2S-WiDCN can be considered
as a great candidate for this field. In addition to the small data centers, S2S-WiDCN can be
adopted in large-scale cloud data centers as well due to the high data rates supported by the dense
wireless links and highly directional antennas. However, ensuring the security of these data centers
providing cloud services is the highest priority as tasks and applications from different organizations
run concurrently in such multi-tenant data centers. However, being an emerging technology, no
study has yet been done on the security aspect of the S2S-WiDCN whereas security is one of the
highest design priorities in any data center.
There are a number of basic fundamentals threats associated with any conventional wireless network
like wireless sensor networks or ad-hoc networks. These can be ranging from rogue node, eavesdrop-
ping, denial of services, passive capturing of a node, etc. [63,64]. Similar to wireless sensor or ad-hoc
networks, having a wireless network architecture, S2S-WiDCN has the potential to inherit many
or all of these threats. On the contrary, advantages exist in the security aspects for the wireless
data centers because of using mmWave for communication, which is highly directional and has low
penetration capability through metal or concrete structures. Therefore, the feasibility of various
attack scenarios on an S2S-WiDCN needs to investigated thoroughly along with their potential im-
pacts on data security, integrity, and performance. data center security refers to both the physical
practices and virtual technologies used to protect a data center from external or internal threats and
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Figure 5.1: Possible attacks on S2S-WiDCN.
attacks. Security of a data center can be divided into two part, i.e. physical security and software
security. Physical Security is mainly ensured by the robust building structure and layout of the
data center and access control mechanism to the building. Most of the data centers do not have
exterior windows and relatively few entry points. Access into a data center facility is fairly limited
to the personnel directly working in that facility. On the contrary, software security is the mecha-
nism to stop the attacker from accessing and altering the data contents of data centers digitally. In
this chapter, we have done an in-depth analysis of the possible threats and attacks on the wireless
data center network. In addition to analyzing the impact of such attacks on data security, we have
measured their impact on the performance of the overall network using a network-level simulator.
5.1 Security Attacks on S2S-WiDCN DCN
As the S2S-WiDCN data center uses wireless links for communication, it may inherit most of
the security vulnerabilities of any wireless system. The attacks possible on the DCN can broadly
be classified in active attack and passive attacks [108]. In passive attacks, the attacker monitors
and listens to the communication channel by unauthorized means. On the contrary, when the
attacker not only listens and monitors, but also modifies the data is called an active attack. In
Fig. 5.1 the probable attacks on S2S-WiDCN are classified into passive and active attacks. Passive
attacks include eavesdropping and monitoring, traffic analysis, and side-channel attack. On the
other hand, the active attack includes active eavesdropping, jamming, denial of services, as well
as a physical attack. We argue that other attacks including the man in the middle attack, Sybil
attack, hello flood attack, sinkhole/wormhole attack can be broadly classified as some extended
version of active eavesdropping attack as all of these involve some sort of unauthorized listening as
well as modification of data or data path. Depending on the information leaked to the intruder or
severity of the performance compromised, the most significant attacks possible on S2S-WiDCN are
eavesdropping, denial of services, and jamming attacks. In the next subsections, details about these
attacks are discussed.
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5.1.1 Eavesdropping Attack
Eavesdropping is widely considered as one of the most common security threats for any wireless
system due to the broadcasting nature of the medium. S2S-WiDCN uses mmWave wireless links for
communication which requires LoS between transmitter and the receiver. In, [70], the author showed
that despite having highly directional transmission, an eavesdropper can successfully intercept a
signal by creating virtual periscope. Nevertheless, as the data center is in a confined environment,
we argue that the data security is relatively high as the 60GHz wireless link has an extremely low
penetration capability through concrete or brick walls compared to traditional 2.4/5GHz wireless
links. This reduces the possibility of an external eavesdropper, but still, there is a potential for
an internal eavesdropper, who has access within the LoS of the wireless links. Depending on
the involvement of the attacker, an eavesdropping attack possible for S2S-WiDCN can broadly be
classified into two types - active eavesdropping and passive eavesdropping. Passive eavesdropping
is where the attacker monitors the data and listens to the communication contents. This type of
eavesdropping does not introduce any new adversarial effect on the network although privacy can
be compromised. This type of attack is extremely hard to detect as it does not alter/modify any
network parameters. On the contrary, active eavesdropping includes the attacks where the intruder
or the compromised node simultaneously listens to the communication happening in the network as
well as alters or obstruct the data. We argue that different types of attacks including- Sybil attack,
hello flood attack, wormhole/sinkhole attack, node outage/malfunction can broadly be classified
as a subset of active eavesdropping. S2S-WiDCN can be vulnerable to both active and passive
eavesdropping.
The attacker can be located inside of the data center premises or outside of the data center premises.
Based on the location of the eavesdropper, two types of attack models are possible.
External Eavesdropper
In this scenario, the attacker is located outside of the data center premises as shown as a blue circle
in Fig. 5.2. In absence of any obstruction, the wireless power received by the external eavesdropper






where PR represents the power received by eavesdropper’s antenna, PT is the power transmitted
by a legitimate server, GR and GT represents the respective gain of the receiving and transmitting














































Figure 5.2: Layout of S2S-WiDCN showing different possible attacks
antennas, R represents the free-space distance between the server and the eavesdropper, c is the
speed of light and f is the frequency. It is likely that R is significantly high compared to the
distance between two servers in the data center. Moreover, the data center is surrounded by brick or
metal walls. 60GHz mmWaves are used for communication which has an extremely low penetration
capability through brick or metal structures. Both of these facts ensure that the signal power
received by the eavesdropper antenna will be extremely low to decode any useful information out
of it.
Internal Eavesdropper
Internal eavesdroppers are the eavesdroppers who are located inside of the data center premises. In
this attack model, it is considered that servers in the data center can be compromised and can act as
an internal eavesdropper. The number of eavesdropping nodes can either be single or multiple. The
location of the compromised nodes also can either be random or can be strategically positioned by
the attacker. If the attacker is not aware of the geographic layout of the data center while carrying
the attack from a remote location, then it is likely that the servers are assumed to be compromised in
a random manner. On the contrary, if the intruders are aware of the layout of the data center, they
would try to strategically attack those servers which have the potential for highest eavesdropping.
From the analysis and simulations done in Section 5.2.3, it was seen that based on the location of
the server, eavesdropping capability varies from server to server. We conservatively assumed that
whenever the attackers breach into a server, they have access to all traffic passing through it.
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5.1.2 Denial-of-Services Attack
Denial-of-service (DoS) attack is a security attack where the attacker seeks to make the network
resource unavailable to its intended users temporarily or indefinitely by flooding the target with
malicious traffic. A single malicious VM running on a single server can use the network resources
to launch a DoS attack which can significantly degrade the network performance while making it
harder for the network administrator to identify the cause. The possibility of the DoS attack in the
S2S-WiDCN is high if proper measures are not taken, as all the servers can communicate between
themselves with one or two hop and multiple possible routes for communication exists between
them. In this attack model, it is assumed that if a server is compromised by the attacker, it has a
potential to launch a DoS attack by trying to flood the network with high volume malicious traffic
with a target to exhaust all the available bandwidth, and make them unavailable for the legitimate
traffics.
Sophisticated DoS Attack Model
In a DoS attack, the attacker tries to make the network resource inaccessible to the valid users.
The simplest form of DoS attack would be the case where the attacker tries to occupy as many of
the OFDM channels as possible to move illegitimate traffic. We define this type of DoS attack as a
Type-I DoS attack. Although this type of DoS attack can cause maximum possible instantaneous
disruption in the network, this type of DoS attack is relatively easier to detect as the traffic is much
more resource demanding than the regular traffic. By observing the traffic profile of the data center,
the network administrator or automated tools can identify the servers which are causing the DoS
attack. Based on the identification, prompt measures can be taken to mitigate the effect of the DoS
attack quickly by isolating the compromised servers. However, another sophisticated form of DoS
attack can occur where the malicious flows injected by the DoS server resemble valid data center
traffic having a higher flow injection rate, but within the normal distribution of the legitimate traffic
of data center. We define this type of attack as Type-II DoS attack [109] as shown in Fig. 5.3.
Although this type of DoS attack might not have the same instantaneous adverse effect as Type-I
DoS attack, nevertheless it has the potential to reduce the overall performance significantly in the
long run. Type-II DoS attacks would be harder to detect as they appear to behave like real traffic.
Hence, we argue that, if the attackers have a goal to degrade the performance of the DCN for a long
term basis, it is more likely that they would try to launch a Type-II DoS attack. For our analysis,
we will observe the effect of Type-II DoS attack.
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Figure 5.3: Different DoS attack traffic
5.1.3 Jamming Attack
In any wireless system, frequency jamming is always a possible attack against the system. As the
communication in the S2S-WiDCN takes place in an open medium, frequency jamming can cause
interference with legitimate OFDM channels and cause disruption in the network. Because of the
jamming attack, authorized users are unable to access the legitimate traffic by the overwhelming
frequencies of illegitimate traffic.
Attack Model
The jamming attack can initiate from an external source or any compromised server inside of the
network. As the data center is in a confined environment, it is unlikely that any external jamming
source will have any significant effect on the performance of the data center communication as the
wireless channels used for the communication utilizes 60GHz which has extremely low penetration
capability metal or brick wall. In [110] a brick wall of average thickness was found to have a loss
of 28.3dB for 60GHz frequency. The most probable sources of jamming attacks are compromised
servers inside of the data center. A single server can transmit in a particular OFDM channel using
one of the antenna arrays. Although the antennas in the back-plane of the servers are directional,
it can cover full 360o area with the existence of 6 different arrays as discussed in Section 3.1.1. So it
is possible for the compromised rogue server to cause interference for a particular channel and make
that channel unusable to other servers in that particular vertical plane utilizing all of the 6 antenna
arrays. In some instances, multiple servers can become rogue and jam several communication
channels. However, in the extreme case, where the number of the compromised servers in a plane is
equal or more than the number of OFDM channels available, there is a potential to jam the entire
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communication of that vertical plane.
5.1.4 Attack on S2S-WiDCN Routing Table via Control Plane
S2S-WiDCN has a separate ISM band control plane to exchange the control packets between servers.
The control channel utilizes symmetric key based encryption for the security [111]. However, an
intruder can capture a server in the DCN, acquire the encryption key and access the control channel.
Having access to the control network, then intruder has the capability to tamper the routing table
for server-to-server communication, and create severe disruption in the network performance. This
type of attack can exclusively occur in S2S-WiDNC architecture which utilizes a separate wireless
control plane. Although by modifying the routing table, the attacker can cause full disruption in
the data communication, this will raise an immediate red flag, and network administrators can
quickly mitigate the problems by reloading a backup copy of the routing table in the system. A
more effective attack would be, to modify the routing information of only a few of the nodes from
the routing table and keeping the rest unchanged such that the attack stays “under-the-radar".
With this approach, although the attacker can cause less disruption on performance, but has the
potential to carry out the attack for a long period of time as it would be very hard for the network
administrator to figure out the root cause of the degradation of the performance, i.e. whether the
cause is an increase in server workload or a security breach. We evaluate the impact of this attack
on the performance of S2S-WiDCN.
5.1.5 Side-Channel Attacks
A side-channel attack [112] is an attack based on information gained from the system, through a
communication path that is not originally designed as a means of communication. In S2S-WiDCN,
possible side-channel attacks include power consumption analysis, electromagnetic radiation detec-
tion, which can be exploited by the attacker. Although side-channel attack alone does not harm the
system much, the information gained from a side-channel attack can be utilized to carry out other
attacks. For instance, a power consumption analysis of the S2S-WiDCN provides the attacker the
information about servers which are most active. This information can be utilized to carry out a
more effective DoS or malware injection attack. An extension of the side-channel attack is a traffic
analysis attack. Traffic analysis is the process of intercepting and examining messages to deduce
information from patterns in communication, which can be performed even when the messages are
encrypted [112]. In general, the greater the number of messages observed, or even intercepted and
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Figure 5.4: Traffic profiles for different type of applications.
stored, the more can be inferred from the traffic. An attacker can utilize an existing server in the
data center to carry out a traffic analysis attack. With the rise of MTDC, the threat of a traffic
analysis attack become more severe. Specifically, in the S2S-WiDCN each server works also as a
relay for packet and data flow forwarding to other servers in addition to being a source and des-
tination. Therefore, in an MTDC scenario, a server can be easily captured by a rogue application
simply to perform this traffic analysis attack. If an attacker monitors the traffic activity of a single
or few of the nodes in a data center, he/she can acquire significant information about the type of
application running on the servers on the data center ultimately compromising the privacy of the
user(s).
Effects of Side-Channel Attack through Traffic Analysis
In this attack model, we have assumed that the attacker can carry out a traffic analysis attack
in a single node of the data center network. According to [85, 87] different types of applications
running on the data center has distinctive traffic profile. In Fig. 5.4 traffic profiles of a S2S-WiDCN
data center having 800 servers is shown for different types of traffic, ranging from index/query
search [85], VOIP [113] and streaming [87] type of traffic. We assume that the attacker can monitor
the flow rates of traffic through a single server an one instance. A single data flow monitored by
the compromised server can be used by the attacker to classify the application among known types
as shown in Figure 5.4. Many classification algorithms can be employed by the attacker such as
simple fixed threshold based vs Machine Learning-based approaches. We demonstrate here, that
even a simple threshold-based maximum likelihood classification can have very high classification
accuracy in this scenario. For example, the mean flow rates of multimedia and streaming traffic
are 100Mbps and 300Mbps respectively with a Gaussian distribution in both [87]. Assuming the
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classification threshold to be at 189Mbps (the intersection of two distributions), the probability of
misclassifying a single sample from streaming and multimedia traffic would be 3.22% and 2.41%
respectively given by the integral of the Gaussian tail on the wrong side of the threshold. However,
if the characteristics of the different traffics have similar traits, i.e. mean, standard deviation and
shape, identifying accuracy by the attacker will drastically be reduced. The classification accuracy
can be further improved by sampling the monitored data over a time window which is then used to
compute a sample mean. This sample mean can then be used for classification instead of a single
observed flow to increase the probability of correct classification.
If the actual distribution is not Gaussian but more “heavy-tail” skewed and the decision boundary
point is inaccurate, the misclassification probability might be significant. That might be so, even
if the means of neighboring distributions are far. To accurately estimate the decision boundary,
attacker must have an accurate estimate of the low-probability parts of the distributions which may
need extended period of time to record. The information obtained from this traffic analysis attack
will compromise the user privacy and may help the attacker to carry out more directed attacks.
5.1.6 Man in the Middle Attack
A man-in-the-middle attack (MITM) [114] is an attack where the attacker relays and possibly
alters the communications between two communicating nodes, which believe that they are directly
communicating with each other. In S2S-WiDCN, the compromised server can carry out a MITM
attack, if it falls in the LoS of two communicating servers. An external attacker, who has the
physical access inside of the data center can come within the LoS of communication and run a
MITM attack. As the S2S-WiDCN uses an ISM band control channel which utilizes 2.4/5GHz
wireless frequency, an attacker can try to do a MITM attack in the control channel and provide
the servers with false control packet, which ultimately can lead towards disruption in the overall
performance of the DCN.
5.1.7 Sybil Attack
Sybil attack [115] is an attack where a single attacking node duplicates itself and presented in multi-
ple locations. A compromised server in S2S-WiDCN can create an illusion by making multiple copies
of it having different IDs. In [115], it is shown that with authentication and encryption techniques,
the Sybil attack can be prevented in a WSN where the nodes of the network are geographically
scattered placed. We argue that as the servers in the S2S-WiDCN are uniformly positioned, and
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the angles for the beam-steering are recomputed, it will be unlikely that a Sybil attack can cause
much disruption in the communication. Moreover, if the server cannot reach the destination server
with a precomputed beam steering angle, the presence of a Sybil attack can be anticipated.
5.1.8 Hello Flood Attack
In the hello flood attack, an attacker sends or replays hello packets containing false routing and
resource availability information, which can lead other servers trying to utilize that server for routing.
In S2S-WiDCN, the control information for the communication between 2 servers is transmitted
over a separate control channel. Hence the possibility of the hello attack is limited only to the
control channel, not the mmWave wireless channel.
5.1.9 Sinkhole/Wormhole Attack
When the attacker tried to attract traffic to a specific node is called a sinkhole attack. In this
attack, the attacker’s goal is to attract as much traffic as possible from a particular area through a
compromised server. Sinkhole attacks typically work by making a compromised server look especially
attractive to surrounding nodes. In the wormhole attack, attacker attracts data traffic at one
location in the network, tunnels them to another location, and re-transmits them into the network.
In S2S-WiDCN, both sinkhole and wormhole attacks are possible. A single compromised server can
act as the sinkhole which can drop all the traffic passing through it. Multiple compromised servers
can carry out a wormhole attack by tunneling the traffic between themselves.
5.2 Modeling, Results, and Analysis
In this section, we discuss modeling, results, and the corresponding analysis of the security aspect
of the S2S-WiDCN architecture. Before presenting and analyzing the results we describe the data
center traffic model and simulation platform in next subsections.
5.2.1 Data Center Traffic Model and Generation
The performance of the DCN during different security threat is evaluated with a set of traffic
flows based on application demands. Real data center traffic for different classes of data centers is
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measured in [85]. Using these measured traffic flows, a Poisson shot-noise based model to synthesize
data center traffic is proposed and verified in [86]. According to [86], the new flow arrival time, the
flow duration, and the injection rate for each application follow a Poisson, Pareto and, Gaussian
distribution respectively. The new flow arrival time is generated using a Poisson distribution with
an average flow arrival rate. The average flow arrival rate is considered to be 1000 flows/second
for the small-sized DCN [85]. Moreover, it has been observed from the measurement of a variety
of data centers in [85], a large proportion of the server-to-server traffic flows, up to 80%, are intra-
rack, meaning between servers in the same rack. Only a small remaining proportion of about 20%
is inter-rack, or between servers in different racks. In our evaluations, we initially have considered
a Gaussian distribution for the injection rate to have a mean of 1Mbps as the base case for the
simulation. Application flow duration is generated following an independent Pareto distribution
having a minimum duration of 10 microseconds [85] and a mean of 1 second. We then increased
the average injection rates on an incremental basis to 10Mbps, 100Mbps, 400Mbps, and 650Mbps
and regenerated new traffic which represents different types of multimedia traffic and repeat the
simulations. In the S2S-WiDCN, there are six separate directional antenna arrays in the vertical
plane of the server, and another one array on the top of the server. Therefore, seven simultaneous
links from a server can co-exist at the same time.
5.2.2 Simulation Platform
We use the NS-3 suite [84] and MATLAB to evaluate the performance of the S2S-WiDCN net-
works in presence of eavesdropping, DoS, and jamming attack. NS-3 supports the characteristics of
wireless propagation as well as network-level communications. It is important to simulate both the
propagation and network-level communication characteristics accurately in order to obtain credible
performance results. A modified version of NS-3 extended with features of wireless data center
including the 60GHz band and the IEEE802.11ad standard as discussed in [12] was used for this
simulation. This extension incorporates interference modeling, bit error rates, and directional an-
tenna modeling. The accuracy of these parameters is verified with physical layer measurements of
prototype 60GHz hardware [12]. Additionally, we introduce criteria for wireless link selection to
enable many concurrent links and modify the IEEE802.11ad physical layer to allow multiple OFDM
channels. This simulation platform is used to evaluate the S2S-WiDCN and compare it with the fat-
tree wired DCN as well as ToR-ToR WiDCN architectures. For the fat-tree based wired data center
architecture, we have considered 1.0Gbps links between servers to access switches and 40.0Gbps
upper-layer links. We have considered a small data center consisting of 800 servers arranged in a
20× 8 array of racks as [77]. Each of the rack houses 5 servers and occupies an area of 0.6m× 0.9m
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Figure 5.5: Percentage of communication compromised due to eavesdropping with the number of
compromised node
and is 2m high. There are 10 racks arranged in a single row and two columns of 8 rows, totaling
160 racks. In our simulations, the racks are assumed to be without any front or back door. In the
traditional wired fat-tree based DCN, we have considered the same number of servers arranged in
the same layout as S2S-WiDCN. We have considered 3 hierarchical network layers consisting of 160
access, 2 aggregate, and 1 core layer switch, where each rack has an access layer switch.
5.2.3 Performance Evaluation and Analysis
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the wireless data center during eavesdropping
attack, DoS attack, jamming attack, attack on control plane and traffic analysis attack.
Effect of Internal Eavesdropper
Security vulnerability due to randomly positioned compromised servers: In this attack
model, the attacker captures the servers in the data center in random order and utilizes them as
eavesdropping node. The assumption here is that the attacker is unaware of the geometric position
of the servers, and hence unable to identify the servers which have the maximum potential for
eavesdropping. Furthermore, the attacker can capture multiple servers at the same time, but in
random order. To determine the severity of the eavesdropping, we use the percentage of the total
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Figure 5.6: Average percentage (%) of flows being compromised by server located in column number
with range.
flows that are exposed to the eavesdropping nodes as a metric for measurement with respect to the
number of compromised servers. We generated the traffic for hundreds of times and run Monte-Carlo
simulation to measure the effect of the eavesdropping due to the randomly positioned compromised
nodes. We observed the effect of the eavesdropping for 3 different types of antenna arrays each one
capable of achieving θ = 15°, θ = 30°, and θ = 60° beam-width used by the servers in the data
center respectively. To determine whether a flow is compromised or not, we only use the primary
lobe of the radiation pattern as it contains the maximum radiation energy. The results are shown
in Fig. 5.5. From the results, it is observed that with the increase in the number of compromised
nodes, the percentage of traffic flow being compromised increases for all beam-widths. However, the
rate of increase in flows being compromised reduces as the number of compromised nodes increases.
The main reason behind this phenomenon is, as the number of the compromised node increases,
the probability of a few nodes ending up in a single rack increases resulting in marginal benefit to
the eavesdropper. Furthermore, when the beam-width is narrow (15°), the total amount of traffic
compromised is about 60% of the compromised traffic for wide beam-width (60°) antenna.
Security vulnerability due to strategically positioned compromised servers: In this
model, the assumption is that the attacker is aware of the geometric position of the servers in
the data center, and hence know the suitable spatial location of the server for maximizing eaves-
dropping capability. For a single vertical plane, we observed that servers in the central racks have
the potential to intercept the highest amount of traffic flows compared to other servers in that plane
as seen in Fig. 5.6. Hence, having this information, the attacker will try to position the eavesdrop-
ping node in this location. While capturing the next server, the attacker will try to capture a server
in a different vertical plane. As there are 8 rows, and hence 8 vertical planes in the considered data
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Figure 5.7: Effect of eavesdropping on different DCN architecture with the number of compromised
node
center, the attacker will first strategically capture 8 servers in separate vertical planes. We use the
same Monte-Carlo simulation used in the previous subsection to measure the effect of the eavesdrop-
ping for this type of attack model. Again, we observed the effect of the eavesdropping for 3 different
types of antenna arrays each one capable of achieving 15°, 30°, and 60° beam-width respectively.
The results are also shown in Fig. 5.5. It is observed that with the strategically positioned nodes
the attacker can have access to up-to double amount of flows in the network compared to randomly
captured nodes. The rate of flows being compromised per additional captured node decreases after
the number of the compromised nodes goes beyond 8. This is due to the fact that after 8th node,
the next captured nodes will be on a vertical plane already having a compromised node. Another
observation is that, like randomly positioned nodes, if the antenna used has a beam-width of 60°, up
to 33% more flows can be captured by the eavesdropper compared to the antennas having narrow
beam-width of 15°.
Comparison of the effect of eavesdropping between wired-DCN, ToR-ToR WiDCN and
S2S-WiDCN with the number of strategically positioned compromised nodes In this
subsection, we compare the effect of eavesdropping in different data center network architectures for
strategically positioned compromised node. In Fig. 5.7 the Comparison of the effect of eavesdrop-
ping between wired-DCN, ToR-ToR WiDCN, and S2S-WiDCN with the number of strategically
positioned compromised nodes is shown. For the wired network, we considered the fat-tree archi-
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Figure 5.8: Effect of DoS attack on S2S-WiDCN
tecture as it is the most widely used DCN architecture in the industry. In the fat-tree network, the
highest percentage of the traffic passes through the different higher layer switches. Hence, if the
attackers can capture one or a few of the top-layer switches (i.e. core and aggregate layer), they
have the potential to intercept the maximum amount of traffic.
Similarly, for the ToR-ToR WiDCN network, most of the traffic passes through the access layer
switches. Hence, if the attacker can capture the access layer switches, there is a potential to intercept
the highest amount of traffic. On the other hand, in S2S-WiDCN, most of the communications
happen in a single hop, directly between two servers. As there are no switches in this architecture,
to enable the communication which requires intermediate node, all the servers in the data center
have the equal capability to become an intermediate node. The traffic through every server is
approximately similar. Hence, even strategically positioned nodes can intercept only a fraction of
traffic compared to the fat-tree or ToR-ToR WiDCN networks.
Security Vulnerability due to DoS Attack
With the DoS attack, the attacker tries to hamper the performance of the data center or disrupt
the entire network. As discussed in Section 5.1.2, we have done this analysis for the Type-II DoS
attack. We consider two different scenarios having 4 and 64 compromised servers carrying out DoS
attack in the data center respectively. For each case considered, all the compromised servers are
assumed to be in a single vertical plane. The compromised server transfers traffic with the injection
rate equal to the 90th percentile injection value of the normal traffic. We measured the average
throughput of the entire network, with and without the DoS attack. We then increased the average
injection rates on an incremental basis from 1Mbps to 10Mbps, 100Mbps, 400Mbps, and 650Mbps
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Figure 5.9: Effect of jamming attack with the number of compromised servers on a single vertical
plane
and regenerated new traffic which represents different types of multimedia traffic and repeats the
simulations. The results are shown in Fig. 5.8. At a lower average injection rate up to 10Mbps,
the Type-II DoS attack does not affect the throughput significantly. At a higher average injection
rate beyond 100Mbps, up-to 9% degradation in the overall throughput in DCN is observed for a 64
node DoS attack.
Security Vulnerability due to Jamming Attack
A single compromised server can cause jamming to a single OFDM channel for an entire vertical
plane. However, due to the existence of multiple OFDM channels, the rest of the communication
can take place with the remaining OFDM channels. However, the performance of the network
will be adversely affected due to the jamming attack. Few of the communications will remain
incomplete due to the unavailability of enough OFDM channels. As the number of compromised
servers increases, more of the remaining OFDM channels become unusable due to the jamming at
different frequencies. Fig. 5.9 shows the percentage of the incomplete flows of communication due
to jamming caused by different numbers of compromised servers in a single vertical plane. It is
observed that with the jamming of the first channel, only 0.08% flows are affected. Nevertheless,
with the increase of the number of compromised servers per plane, the number of incomplete flows
increases in incremental order. Whenever the number of compromised servers exceeds the number
of available OFDM channels, twelve, in this case, the entire communication fails for that particular
plane. It is also to be noted that, jamming caused by a rouge server in a particular vertical plane
does not affect the communication in any other vertical place as the metal racks of the servers create
a shield for the communications between any adjacent vertical planes as seen in Fig.3.1.
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Figure 5.10: Effect of modifying the routing table by attacking the control plane.
Effect of Attack on the Control Plane
In Fig. 5.10 we present the effect of the attack on the control plane on the S2S-WiDCN. From
the figure, it can be seen that as the number of nodes affected in the routing table increases, the
percentage amount of the failed communication flow increases. When the attacker modifies the
routing information of a server in the routing table, all the flows originated from and destined to
that server are likely to fail as the route set-up by the control plane is different from the actual
possible path. The flows which try to use that server as an intermediate node for communication
will also have the potential to fail. As all the servers have similar traffic load, the percentage of
incomplete flows increases almost linearly with the number of affected nodes in the tampered routing
table. It is also to be noted that if the number of modified nodes becomes high, the percentage of
flows that fail will increase significantly high, which will generate an obvious red flag to the network
administrator, who can take immediate action to mitigate the attack. Hence if the attackers want
to be undetected “under-the-radar", they can modify only a few nodes in the routing table.
5.3 Discussion on Probable Solutions
Defense against Eavesdropping Attack
In any wireless system, it is very hard, if not impossible to eliminate the possibility of a eavesdropping
attack. Being in a confined environment having metal or concrete walls, the possibility of attack from
an external eavesdropper reduced drastically compared to an internal eavesdropping attack. Due to
the utilization of directional beam-forming, an internal eavesdropping node must be placed within
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Figure 5.11: Symmetric key encryption and key exchange mechanism in S2S-WiDCN.
the LoS of a communication link to intercept any communication. Nevertheless, any rouge server can
act as an eavesdropping node in the data center. This is more applicable in Multi-tenant data centers
(MTDC) where a single physical data center is shared by multiple users from different organizations.
Encryption is one of the most accepted and effective solutions against eavesdropping in the industry.
We propose to utilize a strong symmetric key encryption i.e. AES192 or AES256 for the server to
server direct communication. Different unique symmetric key will be used for the communication
between any pair of servers. These keys are managed and generated by the control plane. The
control plane utilizes a secured ISM band for communicating with the servers. The control plane
shares the symmetric key for the encryption with the corresponding servers before communication
and refreshes the keys after some predefined time intervals. Because of the existence of an already
secured communication channel between the servers and the control plane, there is no need for a
more complicated and computationally expensive key-exchange mechanism involving public-private
key like Diffie-Hellman key exchange. The symmetrical key required for encryption/decryption can
be shared with the corresponding servers during the control packet transferring for beam-steering
as shown in Fig. 5.11. If the total number of servers in the DCN is n, then the control plane needs





of unique symmetric per time interval.
Defense against DoS Attack
It is well accepted that defense against a DoS attack involves three main steps - attack prevention,
attack detection, and attack response [116]. For preventing the DoS attack, rigorous authentication
mechanism can be adopted for the servers in the data center network. This limits any possibility of
an external node to carryout a DoS attack on the S2S-WiDCN. However, a server inside the data
center can become rouge and initiate a DoS attack. DoS attack detection process is differentiating
between the legitimate traffic and the attack traffic. All the servers in the S2S-WiDCN need to
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communicate with the control plane via control packets prior to any high-speed communications.
By analyzing these control packets information, the control plane can maintain a traffic profile of
the entire data center for a more extended period of time. If any of the rouge servers try to carry out
a Type-I DoS attack, there will be a sudden spike in traffic requests, which can be cross-matched
with the typical traffic profile. A short time burst in traffic might be cause by legitimate traffic, but
if the spike persists for a long time, it would be a good indication of a potential DoS attack. Based
on this, a flag may be raised, and the network administrator can take proper measures to mitigate
the attack. As the control plane maintains the updated network parameters for every server in
the data center, using this data, identifying the rouge node should not be difficult. The access to
the high-speed network for the identified rouge server can be rescinded to isolate the DoS attack
entirely.
Defense Against Jamming Attack
In S2S-WiDCN architecture, 60GHz wireless frequency is used with high directional antenna arrays,
which are very sensitive to physical blockage. So any jamming attack carried out with any practical
transmitter from a particular point inside of the data center is highly unlikely to cause disruption in
all the communication happening at that frequency level in the data center, rather can cause failure
in any particular plane or horizontal line. Moreover, S2S-WiDCN used multiple OFDM channels for
communication and any jamming attack is unlikely to jam all the available OFDM channels. If any
of the communication attempt fails due to jamming, the servers can try to utilize remaining OFDM
channel until all of them are exhausted. In an unfortunate event where all of the OFDM channels
are jammed or occupied due to a jamming attack in any particular plane or a horizontal line, the
existence of high path diversity can be utilized to mitigate effect of jamming attack. Instead of the
default horizontal-first routing algorithm, some other adaptive routing (i.e. obstruction avoidance
routing [77]) can be adopted to reroute the communication avoiding the jammer.
Defense Against Attack on the Control Plane
With the attack on the control plane, the attacker can alter the routing table of the communication
which can cause disruption in the communication in the data center. The attacker can try to
stay “under-the-radar" by altering only a few nodes in the routing table and can cause long-term
disruption. Hence, detecting whether an attack on the control plane already exists in the data center
would be the utmost importance in the defense against this kind of attack. To identify whether this
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attack exists or not, the control network can pair up all the servers in the network into groups of
two. Each of the pair will exchange some test package between them. All the servers will report
an acknowledgment of a successful receipt of the test package to the control plane. Receiving an
acknowledgment about a servers test packet being received guarantees the information about that
server in the routing table is correct. If the control plane fails to receive acknowledgment about any
of the servers, a red flag may be raised, based on that, the network administrator can take action
to mitigate the attack. Control plane will carry out this operation periodically. In each iteration,
the pairing up of the nodes will be done randomly to ensure the integrity of the mechanism when
multiple nodes are captured by the attacker.
Proposed Defense Mechanism for Traffic Analysis in S2S-WiDCN
In the traffic analysis, if an attacker can capture some data from the surrounding wireless com-
munication going through the attacker node, even without having the proper decryption key for
that particular communication, he/she can estimated the nature/type of the communication by
comparing the traffic profile with some known type of traffic. The proposed defense mechanism
against the traffic analysis attack, is based on obfuscating the traffic analysis mechanism by intro-
ducing controlled randomness in the routing of the communication between servers. The underlying
principle is that with deterministic horizontal-first routing is S2S-WiDCN, the number of packets
through a particular node/server is highly correlated to the application producing those packets.
Alternatively, if the routing is made totally based on a random walk, the number of packets through
any particular switch is essentially become random, losing predictable correlation with the under-
lying system parameters. However, completely random routing is shown to increase latency and
potentially may never reach the destination, hence negatively impact the performance of the entire
data center communication. Here we propose a distributed random routing for S2S-WiDCN based
on Simulated Annealing (SA) heuristics [117].In this mechanism, SA is utilized not to identify the
optimal path, rather to randomized the next hop during the path discovery for a flow. SA based
random routing methodology enable a degree of control over the randomness of the routing deci-
sions. In SA heuristic, at the beginning of the annealing schedule, the probability of taking random
non-optimal decisions are higher. However, the probability of accepting random non-optimal solu-
tions decreases as the temperature is reduced according to the annealing schedule. Similar to the
SA, in the proposed routing algorithm, initially the probability of selecting a random intermediate
node during communication is high and decreased over the lifetime of the communication. Hence,
implementing the SA based routing will make the maximum number of hops during communication
higher than 2-hop if default horizontal-first routing was used. The probability of taking a random
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Figure 5.12: Traffic profile of the S2S-WiDCN running only VOIP and streaming type of traffic
with (a) default Horizontal routing (b) SA based routing with α = 10, (c) SA based routing with α
= 0.1, (d) SA based routing with α = 0.01
node for the next hop is defined as,
cRi = e
α(Ti−T ), (5.2)
where, Ti is the initial injection time and T is the current time. Here α is a design parameter that
governs the degree of randomness. High value of α makes the routing more deterministic and make
the traffic profile in the data center more like the default traffic profile with horizontal-first routing
algorithm. On the other hand, a lower value of α makes the route selected for the communication
more random and the traffic profile of the data center gets altered compared to the profile with the
horizontal-first routing algorithm. The number of hops per application increases with decreasing
the value of α.
To observe the effect of traffic analysis based side channel attack, we considered a S2S-WiDCN with
800 servers running only two different types of application, half running VOIP applications and
other half running streaming applications having average injection rate of 10Mbps and 300Mbps
respectively. We simulated the data center traffic for three different values of α = 10, 0.1 and 0.01.
In Fig. 5.12 the traffic profiles for the different scenarios mentioned above are shown with respect
to the average injection rate observed per server. From the traffic profile of default horizontal-first
routing shown in Fig. 5.12(a) two very distinctive peaks can be seen around 6Mbps and 300Mbps.
Any attacker having prior knowledge about the traffic profile can predict the type of application
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running with a high degree of accuracy. When SA based routing algorithm is adopted, in Fig.
5.12(a) α = 10, the traffic profile is still very similar to the default traffic profile because of the
low probability of randomness. However, as the α decreases and the degree of randomness in route
selecting increase, the traffic profile becomes much different compared to the default traffic profile
(Fig.5.12 (c) and (d)). In these cases, as the average number of hops involved for each flow increases,
every server in the DCN has higher probability to pass both type of application through it during
the time of communication. The average number of hops per flow is 1.174, 2.341, and 4.212 for the
respective values of α of 10, 0.1, and 0.01. Any attacker having the access to the raw traffic passing
through any server will observe a different traffic profile compared to original traffic profile with
default routing mechanism hence, unlikely to predict the type of application running on the servers.
For instances, for the default routing mechanism, if a simple threshold based maximum likelihood
classification is adopted, the possibility of wrongly identifying a multimedia traffic as VOIP traffic
is less than 9% whereas the probability of wrongly classify a VOIP traffic as multimedia is less
than 2%. On the other hand with SA routing at α = 0.01 the probability of wrongly identify
multimedia traffic as VOIP is about 52% and VOIP traffic as multimedia traffic is 48%, which is
almost equivalent to random guessing.
5.4 Summary
Due to the awareness of environmental sustainability, energy efficiency has become a major focus
during design and construction of a modern data center. As S2S-WiDCN architecture has the ca-
pability of reducing the power consumption of the data center network significantly over its wired
counterparts, it is considered as a definite option. Nevertheless, to become a practical and viable
solution for data center network design, the security aspect of the DCN has to be ensured. S2S-
WiDCN data center can be vulnerable to a variety of different attacks as it uses wireless links over
an unguided channel for communication. In this chapter, we have shown that for S2S-WiDCN,
eavesdropping, denial of services, jamming attacks, attack on the control plane and traffic analysis
based side-channel attacks are the most critical security threats. We showed that eavesdropping
attacks can be addressed by symmetric key-based encryption. Because of the existence of a secured
control channel, symmetric key for the communication can be exchanged without the need for addi-
tional private-public key based key-exchange mechanism which ultimately does not effect adversely
on the overall network performance of the data center. DoS attack is another possible attack on the
S2S-WiDCN if any of the servers in the network become rogue. We showed that control packets sent
by the servers on the control plane can be analyzed to detect whether any DoS attack exists and
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based on that, attack initiating nodes can be isolated to mitigate the attack. The frequency jamming
attack on the S2S-WiDCN network can be addressed with the existence of high path diversity in
this architecture. An attack on the control plane to alter the routing table of the communication is
possible in S2S-WiDCN. With periodical pinging between two random pairs of servers, this type of
attack can be detected. To address the traffic analysis attack, a simulated annealing based random
routing mechanism can be adopted instead of optimal horizontal-first routing.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Works
This chapter concludes this dissertation by summarizing the significant contributions of this research.
Furthermore, based on this dissertation, some possible future research directions have also been
discussed later in this chapter.
6.1 Conclusions
The challenges in current DCN’s are high design and maintenance cost, colossal power consump-
tion, high cabling complexity, hard to keep accurate per-cable information and inefficient cooling.
Structured cabling bundles incur significant initial effort and expense to set up and still may cause
airflow blockage. Moreover, due to the awareness of environmental sustainability, energy efficiency
has become a major focus during the design and construction of a modern data center. All these
challenges can be overcome by adopting the proposed completely wireless server-to-server DCN ar-
chitecture S2S-WiDCN. S2S-WiDCN provides comparable flow completion duration and throughput
to a conventional fat-tree based DCN for query/response and multimedia/video based applications.
S2S-WiDCN has the potential to reduce the power consumption of the data center network order of
magnitude compared to a conventional fat-tree network. But S2S-WiDCN architecture, on its own,
does not address the power consumption of the servers in a data center which contributed most
towards the total power consumption of the data center.
To address the high power consumption of the servers of the data centers due to over-provisioning, we
proposed a network-aware server consolidation technique, namely NASCon. The power consumption
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of the data center can be drastically reduced by adopting S2S-WiDCN network architecture with
NASCon server consolidation algorithm. Although NASCon server consolidation consumes 2.83%
more power compared to exhaustive search based consolidation technique, but it is far less computa-
tionally expensive and suitable for real time operation. Moreover, being network bandwidth-aware,
NASCon does not adversely affect the network performance of the data center, whereas for higher
bandwidth demanding network, exhaustive search based consolidation can degrade the performance
of the network. Due to the arrival of new tasks and completion of existing tasks, the consolidated
utilization profile of the servers has the chance to drift from the optimal profile, which ultimately
adversely affect the overall power consumption of the data center over time. To overcome this,
NASCon algorithm needs to be executed periodically. We propose a mathematical model to esti-
mate the optimal inter-consolidation time. Using this mathematical model, data center resource
management unit can schedule NASCon consolidation operation in real time and leverage the ben-
efits of server consolidation.
Nevertheless, to become a practical and viable solution for data center network design, the security
aspect of the DCN has to be ensured. S2S-WiDCN data center can be vulnerable to a variety
of different attacks as it uses wireless links over an unguided channel for communication. In this
paper, we have shown that for S2S-WiDCN, eavesdropping, denial of services, jamming attacks,
attack on the control plane and traffic analysis based side-channel attacks are the most critical
security threats. We showed that eavesdropping attacks can be addressed by symmetric key-based
encryption. Because of the existence of a secured control channel, symmetric key for the commu-
nication can be exchanged without the need for additional private-public key based key-exchange
mechanism which ultimately does not effect adversely on the overall network performance of the
data center. DoS attack is another possible attack on the S2S-WiDCN if any of the servers in the
network become rogue. We argue that control packets sent by the servers on the control plane can
be analyzed to detect whether any DoS attack exists and based on that, attack initiating nodes can
be isolated to mitigate the attack. The frequency jamming attack on the S2S-WiDCN network can
be addressed with the existence of high path diversity in this architecture. An attack on the control
plane to alter the routing table of the communication is possible in S2S-WiDCN. With periodical
pinging between two random pairs of servers, this type of attack can be detected. To address the
traffic analysis attack, a simulated annealing based random routing mechanism can be adopted
instead of optimal horizontal-first routing.
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6.2 Future Directions
6.2.1 In the Realm of Tera-Hertz Communication
Tera-Hertz communication is emerging lately as an possible option for communication where high
speed and low latency is required. In few of the recent works, the possibility of the 300 GHz is
explored as an option for the rack-to rack communication in the data center [106] which showed
promising results. In this paper the authors have characterized the tera-hertz channels for different
conditions, including line-of-sight (LoS), obstructed-LoS (OLoS), reflected-non-LoS (RNLoS). These
links can be extended for the communication inside of the racks for intra-rack communication
between the servers in a single rack. 300 GHz channel has the potential to reduce the communication
latency further into the sub micro seconds which is very lucrative for data centers which handles high
volume data applications such as streaming or file hosting. In [118], the authors have envisioned that
beyond the 5G, 6G will enable the terahertz communication which can sustain 400 Gbps datarate
which seems very promising for a wireless data center in the future. S2S-WiDCN can leverage these
communication technologies with or without some modification to serve the future demand of the
data centers. Further extensive study is required to do the feasibility study of the terahertz links
in the S2S-WiDCN environment.
6.2.2 High Density Data Center for Future Smart World
Due to the rise of internet of things (IoT) and related technologies, more and more devices are having
the capability of connecting to the network and internet [119]. Traditional concept of having a single
large data center to serve a mass population will not be able to sustain the requirement of future IoT
devices ranging from smart home devices, personal fitness monitoring trackers, augmented reality
(AR) and virtual reality (VR) capable devices and many more as shown in Fig. 6.1 Billions of
devices will require high speed low latency connection links with the cloud simultaneously which
is not sustainable for traditional tiered based network connections. A proper ecosystem will be
required to enable scalable, agile infrastructures to serve these high number of connections. Such
systems will have widely varying requirements on end-to-end latency, throughput, energy efficiency,
security and privacy. Rather than having a large concentric data center, smaller distributed data
center closer to the end users will become a norm. These smaller data centers are required to
have strong backbone network connections between them. In densely populated cities, wireless will
become most viable option for maintaining these back-end connections.
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Figure 6.1: High density data center network for future smart city.
For the applications which require extremely low latency, edge computing is becoming a favorable
solution for them [120]. As most of the data is being generated in the edge of the network, to transfer
them to cloud for processing is very inefficient and slow with unpredictable latency. In these cases, if
the data can be processed in the edge node directly connected to the device would be most efficient.
As we are moving towards the future, the network distance between the user and end servers is
becoming closer. This will accelerate the deployment and development of emerging 5G [121] and
even 6G [122] communication technology. We envision a future world where every citizen will
have digitally enhanced life with digital assistants, robotic assistants, AR/VR assistance, smart
healthcare devices and connectivity. To enable this type of a world we envision pervasive existence
of data centers in the sense that data centers will be found in every building or perhaps even in every
room. This needs to come with scalable interconnection possibly using the 5G/6G infrastructure
as a backbone, that requires little to no time in infrastructure set up. Moreover, the connectivity
with mobile end users (MEUs) needs to be reconfigurable and programmable to achieve ad-hoc yet
reliable connections on-demand. This leads us to envision a spectrum of computing infrastructure
per user, spanning ultra-high capacity cloud with lightning throughput to ultra-low latency forward
edge servers with multiple tiers in between, eventually blending into a continuum of nodes instead
of a pre-defined or pre-determined number of tiers. Such infrastructure of the future should have
the ability to provide compute and storage on-demand at demanded speed, privacy and security
levels without the active involvement of the user relying on the infrastructure intelligence to provide
this seamless support to the digital lifestyle of the user in a smart world.
The ideal scenario in the future would be the case where the user will be able to connect directly to
the servers without any intermediate node for the best latency performance. This can be possible if
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the servers in distributed data centers have high-speed wireless capability. Users can get connected to
the intended servers directly without going through any intermediate switches. Future research will
be required to develop such protocol which can handle this type of direct links between end user and
servers. Furthermore, potential use of intelligent massive Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
systems to establish ad-hoc on-demand inter-connectivity between MEUs and servers potentially
bypassing a gateway-like architecture common in today’s servers to eliminate bottlenecks. Finally,
it will be required to create integrated computation and communication systems, architectures
and devices to remove barriers between computer and communication devices, providing seamless
support to users.
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